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THE ELECTION.
We are not a nation of prophets. The overwhelm

ing events of September 21st were unexpected by the
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shrewdest political diagnosticians. Never has a Can
adian government been so finally defeated on an issue 
of grave national importance Never has the nation 
spoken with so little regard for political colour. Al
though, as is usual under our system of party govern
ment, the Conservative party reaps the glory and 
benefits of the election results, a deeper significance 
than party victory underlies the occasion.

Canada has definitely refused to endorse the reci
procity pact. This is not a hostile demonstration 
against the United States. It is, on the other hand, a 
dramatic declaration of Canada’s desire and intention 
not to imperil her place in the British Empire. That 
the acceptance of the Taft-Fielding pact would have 

or z* weakened the Imperial connection is not for us to say. 
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once the most picturesque and the most magnetic fig 
ure in Canadian public life, will be felt and expressed 
throughout the length and breadth of the land. Of 
him any nation might well be proud.

Sympathy, also, will be felt for such of his former 
ministers as have done their duty honourably, a list 
that is not as inclusive as it might be.

Upon Mr. Borden, as Premier, and upon the cabinet 
that he will select, lies a profound obligation. Canada 
has emerged definitely and cleanly into self-respecting 
nationhood. Solidarity has been attained. It is 
known, now, that the interests of the nation must rule 
supreme. How to give those interests definition, how 
best to forward them, how to preserve harmony be
tween conflicting commercial elements — these are 
the problems.

As Canadians we cannot but follow the whole trend 
of Canada’s growth. As mining men we are particu
larly concerned with the new Government’s policy in 
regard to the mining industry.

The first and, in itself, the one step that will deter
mine the success or failure of the Government’s min
ing policy will be the selection of a competent, en
lightened, and vigorous Minister of Mines. Naturally 
this must be a totally independent cabinet position, 
and the jurisdiction of the Minister must be complete. 
It must include the function now anomolously as
signed to the Department of the Interior, namely the 
administration of mining lands in Alberta, Saskatche
wan, and Yukon Territory.
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Any Minister selected will prove an encumbrance 
unless he surrounds himself with experienced advis
ers and keeps constantly in touch with the industry. 
Therefore it is imperatively necessary that the Minis
ter, unless he is to be a figurehead, be forearmed with 
a knowledge of what mining means to Canada. In 
other words, he must have had occasion to study con
ditions at first hand.

We seize this opportunity of pronouncing our views 
because experience has convinced us that, of all our 
industries, that of mining is most in need of careful 
attention from Ottawa. This assertion needs no la
boured proof.

# * # #

Before our new Premier and his Minister of Mines 
lies a supreme opportunity. Canada can easily im
prove her position in the mining world. But much will 
depend upon Ottawa. The revision and codification 
of our mining laws, a measure already begun, must be 
completed at an early date. The questions of handling 
explosives, of rescue work in coal mines, and similar 
problems can best be met by the Federal Mines 
Branch. Provincial Departments will follow the lead 
set by Ottawa.

There is no doubt that the erection of a vigorous 
Department of Mines at Ottawa, under a competent 
Minister, will mark the inception of a remarkable de
velopment in Canadian mining. We cannot too strong
ly urge upon the new Government its duty in this 
respect.

THE ECONOMICS OF TUBE-MILLING.

A remarkably exhaustive thesis, the work of Mr. H. 
Standish Ball, M.Sc., has jusl been published in the 
Bulletin of the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy, 
of which body Mr. Ball is a student-member. Mr. Ball 
undertook the work in order to acquire his M.S.C. de
gree at McGill University, and also to do his duty as 
the recipient of the Research Scholarship awarded by 
the Transvaal Chamber of Mines in the year 1909.

Working under the general direction of Dr. J. Bon- 
sall Porter, Mr. Ball made an analysis of the conditions 
that determine the efficiency of tube-milling. Sketch
ing first the growth of tube-milling practice, he touches 
upon the factors controlling efficient work, outlines 
the tests proposed and the tests actually carried out, 
the general theories of rock crushing, describes the 
equipment used, and then proceedsd to give a detailed 
account of each experiment.

The rock used was a hard," compact, nepheline syen
ite. The tests were divided into four series, in the 
first of which the feed was varied, the moisture, peb
ble load, and revolutions per minute remaining con
stant. In the second series, the moisture was varied ; 
in the third, the pebble load; and in the fourth, the 
speed.

The preparation of the rock proved to be an unex
pectedly arduous task. After reduction to -14-in. 
through a ‘ ‘ Comet ’ ’ crusher, 14 tons had to be crushed 
in a 5-stamp battery through a screen of 18 holes to 
the linear inch, and de-slimed in a classifier. The 
sands were then dried, weighed, and stored.

The mill used was formerly an old chlorination bar
rel, the outside dimensions of which were : length, 4 
ft. 8in. ; diameter, 3 ft. 5 in. The inside dimensions 
were : length, 3 ft. 6 in. ; diameter, 2 ft. 10 in. The tube 
shell was built of %-in. steel, bolted to cast iron end 
pieces, 2 inches thick, which were stiffened by six 
2-inch ribs. The lining consisted of 8-inch by 4-inch 
by 2i/2-inch Silex bricks, set in patent cement. An 
iron screen, with %-inch holes, was fixed at the dis
charge end. 18-mesh sand was delivered by means of 
a pipe from a bucket elevator to the cone, the size 
of the discharge orifice being regulated by means of 
carefully calibrated caps with different sized aper
tures.

The barrel was driven by a chain and sprocket gear
ing, and revolved on hollow trunnions. The stamp 
battery consisted of five 600-lb. stamps, the total 
crushing capacity being 800 lbs. per hour.

The amounts of rock used in each test ranged from 
800 lbs. to 2,000 lbs. After careful screening of the 
sand through %-inch screen, the water was measured 
and the flow adjusted. The time consumed by each 
test varied from 45 minutes to one hour. Thorough 
screen analyses checked every trial.

It is impracticable here to follow the elaborate tests 
conducted by Mr. Ball. It must suffice to note some of 
his conclusions. From figures adduced throughout 
the experiments, it is indicated, provided there be a 
fair basis of comparison between the large mills in 
use in South Africa and small mill used by Mr. Ball, 
that the present general tendency is to overfeed. That 
is, the “critical feed,” is exceeded, power is wasted, 
and the results obtained are not commensurate with 
the material and power used.

As regards moisture, the fact is demonstrated that 
37.7 per cent, is much more advantageous than any 
other proportion. This corresponds more or less 
closely, with the conclusions of other investigators.

The pebble load tests tended to show that the high
est efficiency is reached when that load has a volume 
of 7/16 the volume of the mill.

The conclusion that a peripheral speed of 333 feet 
per minute, or 37 revolutions per minute, is most effi
cient is in close accord with results obtained by Rich
ards and others.

Mr. Ball’s paper is an excellent student production- 
It exhibits evidence of care, thoughtfulness, and abil
ity. It is open to certain criticisms, as, for instance, 
the fact that several of the curves, notably those dis
playing “moisture efficiency” and “moisture power,” 
are based upon quite insufficient data. Generally’ 
this applies to the whole paper. There is no adequate
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reason adduced for instituting close comparisons be
tween the improvised tube mill and the laige mills 
that are used in actual practice. Hence there aie 
gaps in Mr. Ball’s demonstration.

Yet the paper is most creditable as the effort of a 
student working under all the disadvantages of the 
usual laboratory equipment.

COMPANY PROMOTION.
As chairman of the Western Branch of the Canadian 
ining Institute, Mr. Robert Hedley delivered a note- 

'oit y address at the last gathering at New Denver, 
^a^e’ ® ^e leading topic touched on by 

5". edley was the subject of company promotion for 

m,nin$? enterprises.
j, substance of Mr. Hedley’s speech was to the ef- 
ect that discreditable mining enterprises can be nip- 

in the bud if proper precautions be taken. In the 
j.rs^ Place, there must be reasonable grounds for be- 
icving that ore exists in commercial quantities in any 
Sn en prospect. This is one of the considerations gloss- 

over by the promoter and rarely investigated by the 
casual investor. Secondly, the proposed distribution 

capital contributes to kill whatever chance of suc
cess there may be. Thirdly, competent management 
can never be expected in connection with unsound flo- 
a 10ns. Fourthly, even if the physical aspects of the 

P> oposition be favourable, disproportionately small 
ket^ ^ Trov^ded ^or working capital, and the mar- 
, 6 for shares is overwhelmed with promotion scrip 

°re that working capital can be raised.
it h° mee* *^ese couditions, Mr. Hedley proposed that 
,, e made a misdemeanour to “promote a company to 

operate a mine that has little, if any, reason to hope 
or commercial ore; so to distribute the capitalization 
at the treasury is inadequately supplied ; to place 

<< ° management in grossly incompetent hands ; to 
**e promoters’ shares before the property has been 
developed beyond the prospect stage.”

I Hedley, of course, merely reiterated the opin
ions of all respectable mining men. His suggestions 
a\e been made and discussed many a time and oft.

1 of them deserve close attention, 
faking these suggestions in order, it may be pointed 

qU that there is so much room for difference of expert 
§u 1111011 as to the merits of a prospect that the first 
0 igested misdemeanour hardly comes within the scope 
0 . eSnslation. All that is really necessary is that the 

nion of a competent and disinterested mining engi- 
QOor obtained. On the other hand, the matters of 

Sanction and distribution of capital shares are 
oach'p co”tro^abIe. This is immediately the duty of 
the roxdncia] Government. As to the character of 

e Management, the only way in which efficiency can

be guaranteed is by securing legislation that precludes 
the incompetent man from mine management.

British Columbia laws already guard against the 
unqualified assayer, and require strict certification of 
coal mine managers. Why this measure cannot be en
larged so as to embrace the management of metallifer
ous mines, we cannot see.

We are in hearty accord with the opinion that it 
should be made a misdemeanour to place promoters’ 
shares upon the market before a mine has been devel
oped. But this restriction will require official defini
tion in each instance. If a time limit be set, evasion 
of the law will be easy ; but the public will have been 
given a chance of finding out what it is buying. If 
official sanction be made a condition, abuses will al
most certainly be created.

The time limit, one year possibly, appeals to us as 
the most rational provision. The other essential is 
the establishment of a constant relation between pro
motion stock and treasury stock.

Canada’s credit in the eyes of the world rests to a 
larger extent than ever before upon mining flotations. 
It is high time to do a little housecleaning.

JUSTICE.
On Monday, September 25th, a “high-grader” 

named Mounted, who had been found with about 150 
pounds of silver in his possession, and who was al
leged to have operated as a “fence” in the Cobalt 
region, was tried before Judge Winchester in the 
Court of Criminal Sessions, Toronto.

No evidence was heard, or, at best, only a tithe of 
the evidence was taken. The man was allowed to es
cape with a fine of $200.

It is unimaginable that Judge Winchester did not 
know that under Section 224 of the Criminal Code it 
is made a criminal offence for a person who is not 
the owner of a mine, or the authorized agent of an 
owner, to buy or sell silver or silver ore. We have 
reason to believe that the evidence against Mounted 
was unusually complete. In any event a fine has noth
ing to do with the case. The accused should have been 
acquitted or condemned according to law and not ac
cording to Judge Winchester’s vagaries. Such con
duct on the part of our judiciary is both mischievous 
and pitiful.

EDITORIAL NOTES.
The fourteenth annual session of the American Min

ing Congress has been postponed from September 26th 
to 29th, until October 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th, and 28th. 
The reason of the postponement was the fact that 
President Taft could not attend on the former dates.
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From our British Columbian correspondent’s note 
it will be seen that, as at July 1st of this current cal
endar year, there was due on lead bounty the sum of 
$832,979.68. The total appropriation made by the 
Dominion Government was $2,500,000. The total 
amount paid before that date was $1,617,020.32. Of 
this, the sum spent up to June 30th, of this year, is 
$49,713.32.

Upon Mr. J. M. Clark, K.C., who has been largely 
instrumental in the recent codification of the mining 
laws of the Dominion, has been conferred the honour 
of election to the Honorary Council of the North Bri
tish Academy. The Academy is a notable scientific 
society amongst whose officers are such persons as 
the Right Hon. Viscount Milner, Field Marshall Earl 
Roberts, and the Right Hon. A. J. Balfour.

CORRESPONDENCE
COMPULSORY CERTIFICATES FOR MINE 

MANAGERS.
Editor Canadian Mining Journal :—

Sir,—What has played a prominent part in hamper
ing the progress of the mining industry is the fact 
that the management of a large proportion of the 
mines has been left in the hands of men who are in
competent to fill such responsible positions. By pay
ing a visit to some of the mining districts and observ
ing the methods employed in carrying on operations 
it is possible to see where instances of incapable man
agement have been the cause of squandering thousands 
of dollars. This fact alone demonstrates the need of 
establishing a strict standard of efficiency for the 
mine manager.

In order to establish a higher standard for men en
gaged in this branch of the profession, the urgent 
necessity for legislation compelling an examination in 
certain mining essentials is obvious. The passing of 
an Act of Parliament to this general effect would not 
only protect the industry but would raise the stand
ard of competent mine managers to a higher plane. 
Certain reservations could be made in favour of men 
who have had years of practical experience in under
ground work. In some cases such men are of equal 
value to the industry as their technically trained bro
thers, particularly where mining properties are free from 
complexity of geological structure and chemical com
bination. It would be a hardship to the man who has 
graduated through the underground workings of a 
mine to exclude him from a higher position for the 
sole reason that he has not had the opportunity to se
cure a scholastic training. Cases of this kind could 
be taken care of in the arrangement of details. It 
is a matter of vital importance to the mining industry 
that practical experience be not overlooked. Never
theless the science of mining makes technical train
ing absolutely necessary for the mine manager. A 
man who has taken a course in a school of mining, add
ed to years of practical experience, is better fitted for 
the office than a man who has had no technical train
ing.

For many years the mining fields of Canada and the 
United States have been the hunting ground for the 
unqualified man. Men of this character apparently 
overlook the fact that it is a grave misdemeanour to 
accept a position as mine manager when they are not 
qualified to fill the office—no matter under what con
ditions the position may have been secured. Positions 
as mine manager are often obtained through the in
fluence of friends for men who have not the slightest 
knowledge of even the rudiments of mining, and in

many cases the final result has been the closing down 
of prospects before they have had an adequate test.

Some idea of the clamant need for the certificating 
of the mine manager may be gathered from the fact 
that before a man is allowed to take charge of a boiler 
and engine he is compelled to produce a certificate. 
The lives of men are in his hands. None other but a 
thoroughly reliable man. is allowed to take charge of 
a hoist, yet the mine manager is the hoist man’s su
perior officer. His responsibilities are more diverse, 
and he is, to a great extent, responsible for the doings 
of the hoist man, therefore it is apparent that there 
should be some law compelling the man in charge of 
the hoist driver to pass an examination in mining mat
ters before he is considered competent to fill such a 
responsible position.

The question of certificating mining managers is 
of sufficient importance to warrant the co-operation 
of the Minister of Mines with the Canadian Mining In
stitute in acquiring the desired end.

Yours, etc.,
George R. Rogers,

Toronto, Sept. 21st.

Personal and General
Mr. G. C. Bateman is still in Porcupine.
Mr. J. W. Evans gave another successful demon

stration of the Evans-Stansfield furnace at the School 
of Practical Science, Toronto University, on the even
ing of Sept. 21st. His audience was largely made up 
of members of the American Electrochamical Society. 
Much interest was roused, and it is probable that fur
ther demonstrations will be arranged. Practical pub
licity of this kind is highly desirable.

Mr. W. E. Segsworth, mining engineer, Jarvis Build
ing, Toronto, has returned from a lengthy inspection 
of mining properties in Eastern Ontario.

Mr. W. A. Parks, associate professor of geology, 
University of Toronto, returned to Toronto on Sep
tember 21st, after being absent the whole summer on 
official business connected with the Federal Mines 
Branch.

Mr. Kirby Thomas, mining engineer, 20 Broad St., 
New York, recently examined several claims in the 
West Shining Tree region.

Mr. George P. Dempster, Porcupine representative 
of J. S. MacArthur & Co., visited Toronto during the 
middle of September.

Mr. A. A. Hassan, consulting mining engineer, has 
established an office in 11 Royal Exchange Building,
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Cobalt, Ont. Mr. Hassan has started afresh the de 
velopment of the Cobalt Station Grounds nun .

Mr. Thomas Kiddie, of Vancouver, B.C., was in 
fornia recently. n ,Mr. C. F. J. Galloway, B.Sc., son of Jroff ^^,00 

loway, of Cardiff, Wales, lately visited the 
district, B.C., to examine mining property.

Mr. Ernest Levy, manager of the nnncs 0 ® .
Roi No. 2, Ltd., at Rossland, and that of cuocan 
Mining Co., Ltd., in Four-mile Creek ca P> ab_ 
Lake, has returned to British Columbia + jn
sence of about three months, which peno 
England. . ,

Mr. Wm. Fleet Robertson, provincial miner 
for British Columbia, returned to \ ictoria n^arly 
ber 3rd from an official visit, extenun^ vrazeiton 
two months, to mines in the country aiou 
Skeena River, Cassiar district. nMr. O. E. LeRoy, of the Geological Survey 0 C^_-
ada, has been making Nelson his !iead^ d topogra- 
season while supervising the geologica ‘ „ageci in 
Phical work of several survey Partl.^ , n0iumbia. Kootenay and Boundary districts of Briti^Columb^^
iield work has been completed m , . do in East
Boundary district, but there is still muc
Kootenay.

Mr. A. L. Larson, formerly superintendent of the 
Le Roi mine, but now of Vancouver, B.C., made an ex
amination of the Slocàn Star group of mines and the 
adjoining claims of the Star Mining and Milling Co., 
in connection with an amalgamation of interests that 
has been arranged between the several parties con
cerned.

Mr. Robert R. Hedley, of Vancouver, B.C., accom
panied by Messrs. Hugh F. Marriott, of London, and 
G. G. S. Lindsey, of Toronto, paid a visit to Sheep 
Creek camp, in Nelson mining division, after their re
turn south from a visit to the Skeena River country. 
Messrs. Lindsey and Marriott immediately afterwards 
left British Columbia for New York, whence Mr. Mar
riott proceeded to London.

OBITUARIES.
The death occurred at Atlin, B.C., on September 7, 

of Mr. Th. Obalski, the manager and mining engineer 
of La Société Minière de la Columbie Britannique. 
Mr. Obalski was about 50 years of age at the time of 
his death. Heart failure was thé immediate cause. 
Mr. J. Obalski, formerly Superintendent of Mines for 
the Province of Quebec, and now a member of the 
mining engineering firm of Obalski and Dulieux, Mont
real, is a brother of the deceased.

ORE SHIPMENT SAMPLING IN COBALT.
(Written for the Canadian Mining Journal.)

, V hed in the The idea that animated the enterprise was the reeog- 
Exactly two years ago there was pubiisi cugtom nition 0f the need of some standard system of valuing 

Canadun Mining Journal a description 01 The the ores locally. The discrepancies constantly notice
sampling plant then about to be built m Voo • ^ aMe between the sampling done by the shippers and
men behind the enterprise were Messrs, vamp that done by .the smelters demanded attention. It was

Cobalt.

of Plant,General View

py- T*V' ^

Deyell, of
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Ball Mill.

Spiral Mixer, Quartering Machine, and No. 1 Vezin Sampler.
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Quadruplicate Vezin Samplers.
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Bagging the Ore.

i * '

Corner of Laboratory.

a J°cal sampler was a necessity. The irregu- 
enltio1 . yery vai'iable ores of the camp presented diffi- 
laro-p S, t|lat c®uI<^ nat be met at each mine. Only a 
hlTti <U, •,well-organizeS public custom sampler could 
been 1,( " ' ^<>r more than a year the sampler has
and °I)erat1011- It has supplied a recognized need 
curot aS’ mai'eover, created a larger demand for ac- 
”ate sampling.tie a nf, f,0^"sheet that accompanies this article is prac- 

Pass n S° ''?xPhmatory. The ore is first crushed to 
mill rr,' ?ne"mch ring- It then is put through a ball 
tallicQ X an. 8-mesh product. Here the screened me- 

go straight to the bullion furnace, the slag be

ing added to the next shipment of ore. A 3-ton feed 
tank now takes the ore. Through a spiral conveyor it 
goes to a quartering machine. Each quarter is treat
ed precisely as quarter No. 1, which is reduced three 
times in 1/20 cuts.

It will be noted that full provision is made for um
pire, control, smelter, and original samples. Moisture 
samples, also, are obtained on the last cut.

The bulk of the ore, that is, nine-tenths of the orig
inal, is transmitted to bagging bins and thence to 
canvas sacks. It is then weighed and put on board 
the car for shipment to the smelter.
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The contrast between the present flow-sheet and that 
first proposed (see page 581, Oct. 1st, 1909) is marked. 
At first it was thought necessary to design two sec
tions. one for low grade ore and one for high grade. 
As it stands at present, the mill is a unit, capable of 
sampling any class of Cobalt ore. The system of samp
ling has been modified, and the whole flow-sheet has 
been adapted to the changing conditions of the camp.

Relatively little of low grade ore is now being shipped 
from Cobalt. More and more is being concentrated. 
Thus scrupulous care is needed in handling satisfac
torily the high grade ore sent to the sampler.

Every established mining camp that sends its pro
ducts to outside smelters should possess an independ
ent sampler. Both the shipper and the buyer benefit 
thereby.

RESEARCH WORK ON CERTAIN NOVA SCOTIAN
GOLD ORES.

By Ora Willis Knioht, M.Se., D.Sc., Bangor, Maine, U.S.*

During the summer of 1910 1 spent several weeks 
studying a number of the anticlinal gold districts of 
Nova Scotia, and since returning to my laboratory at 
Bangor, Maine, I have been engaged in a continuous 
series of investigations, both physical and chemical, of 
quartz, associated minerals, ores, slates, and quartzites, 
all of which were personally secured by me in Nova 
Scotia or in two instances were furnished me through 
the kindness of Mr. Holman.

This original work has been supplemented by a study 
of the geological literature of Nova Scotia, including 
a set of the maps of the various gold districts fur
nished me through the kindness of Mr. E. R. Fari
bault, and from a study of these maps alone it is pos
sible to arrive at some very valuable conclusions.

My investigations were conducted on behalf of the 
Caribou Gold Mines, for which I was retained by Mr. 
C. Vey Holman, president of the Caribou Gold Mines 
and state geologist of Maine, and Mr. Holman has 
generously desired to place such of this privately ac
quired information as may tend to prove of value in 
aiding the future mining development of the province, 
at the disposal of its mining fraternity.

Discovery of Platinum.
Five weeks in all were spent in Nova Scotia, much 

of this time being passed in the Caribou district, but 
several other districts on anticlinal folds were studied. 
The names of these other districts cannot at present 
be mentioned, although it is permitted me to say that 
on a mine dumy in one of these districts several small 
crystals of sperrylite, (PtAs,). a native platinum ar
senide, were found by me. Though not actually taken 
from rock in place, there is every reason to believe 
that the material on the dump actually represented 
material from an adjoining vein. The gangue mineral 
containing the sperrylite was quartz, and the chief 
associated mineral was arsenopyrite, and a niagnesia- 
bearing dike was in proximity. Laboratory tests were 
applied to this material after returning to Bangor, 
and the presence of platinum and arsenic in the crys
tals verified hy positive chemical tests. This appears 
to be the first recorded discovery of platinum in Nova 
Scotia, but there is no reason why it should not be 
found elsewhere in the province associated with metal
lic sulphides such as covellite, tetrahedrite, bournon- 
ite, chalcopyrite, arsenopyrite, or other sulphide ores, 
or as an irregular dissemination in peridotite, pyrox-

* Abstract of paper read before the Mining Society 
of Nova Scotia.

enite, gabbro, syenite, or various basic eruptives, or 
in serpentine associated with chromite, the presence 
of which latter may be considered quite a promising 
indication of platinum. Reference to the discovery of 
selenium and tellurium in Nova Scotian ores will be 
found on a subsequent page.

Formation of Gold-bearing Rocks and Veins, and Depo
sition of Ore.

A careful consideration of all the data at hand re
garding the origin of the Meguma series of gold-bear
ing rocks of Nova Scotia, would seem to indicate that 
it is of pre-Cambrian origin and quite probably Al- 
gonkian. (Cf. Van Hise and Leith, Pre-Cambrian Geo
logy of North America, Bulletin No. 360, U. S. Geol. 
Surv., p. 512). The Meguma series has been divided 
by Prof. Chapman into a lower or quartzite group, the 
Goldenvilie formation, and an upper or slate group, 
the Halifax formation.

It seems very probable that the quartzites (Golden
vilie formation) were deposited as sediments in shal
low water under the influence of strong waves and cur
rents acting quite constantly for long periods of time, 
with alternating shorter periods of temporarily deep
er waters, and slacker currents. Thus we had de
posited coarse sandy material alternating with lesser 
deposits of very fine clayey sediments. When the 
metamorphic agencies acted on these later on, thick 
strata of quartzite with intercalated thin beds of 
slate were formed.

Following the deposition of these sandy sediments, 
there occurred a very abrupt change in the conditions, 
and there was a long time of existing deep waters, 
very moderate currents, and possibly sedimentary ma
terial originating in a more distant land mass was 
being carried and deposited. This material was de
posited as a fine clayey mass quite different in appear
ance from the coarser sediments beneath. Later this 
clay sediment became the Halifax series of slates, 
sharply contrasted in appearance and composition 
with the Goldenvilie formation beneath. At far later 
geologic periods other sediments were formed which 
we will not consider in this paper.

After deposition of the sediments, a gradual up
lifting of them took place. A new land mass was rear
ed above the water, and ultimately crumpled into a 
series of parallel anticlinal folds by a powerful, uni
form, long-continued pressure exerted from the south- 
More or less coincidently heat was developed and hot 
water, bearing silica in solution, permeated the sands 
of the Goldenvilie sediments, and by the deposition ot
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silica as a cementing material the quartzi es were 
formed. The interstratified clay sediments were no 
so readily permeated by the silicifying so u ion » 
acted on by heat and pressure chiefly they were c r 8 
into slates intercalated in thin beds with te flu , -
ites. Similarly heat and pressure changed the nainax 
sedimentaries into slates, placed conformab y on 
quartzites.

These disturbances and metamorphic agencies were 
directly caused by the intrusion of the gram e 8 
beneath, and took place at a period genera y 
ted to be later than Devonian. After 1°tru®10n t 
granite magma which, it must be remembered, v' 
ing under the great pressure exerted by the 8 
series above, a gradual crystallization too P ‘ 
the various minerals of the granite separated tromtne 
magma, until there was left as a final portion ■ 
quantities of hot water under great PTess 
charged chiefly with silica in solution. rma ^ g 
convulsions opened fissures extending towar s 
face into which these waters poured, and on . 
ward way were forced laterally throng i P 
formed by the tearing apart of the various 
strata met on the upward course. Silica was _ I 
ed in these openings, both the vertical ant orma.
zontal ones, resulting in the one instance m ,
tion of the fissure veins of quartz, with dir 
branches forming the so-called bedded ea • 
can be no question that practically all ot t .
veins are of a common origin and source an 
rect branches of certain of the more promine , ’
for they clearly branch from the fissures a 
cut nor are cut by them.

At some subsequent period other Assures were °pe 
cd, cutting directly through the bedded v« bear_ 
as the older fissures, and were filled with s 
ing silica, gold and other minerals. I hese < , •
turbances caused faulting, shearing, and ’
and many of the bedded veins and earlier ss .•
faulted. It seems very probable that in c Qre_
with these later disturbances many or the 
shoots were formed. The statement ot prac 
crs has appeared in print and several have bjova 
verballv that in their experience in nunmg 
Scotia, while working in zones of faulting, ,
generally found the richest ore under the ran , 
that a vein which was rich up to a fault was v 
ten barren when located again above and be> 
fault. __

In connection with the anticlines of Nova ^otia we 
find at several localities that the rocks have been 
cd up into the form of domes, and in the Carib 
trict we find existing perhaps the most perfect o 
domes. It is evident that some powerful force ~ 
ed from below forced the rock formations int 
shape which gives them their name, nor is it dime 
fully explain what force formed them. At variou 
calities in granite formations there exist very P 
domes or bosses of granite from which all 10 , ,
existing rock which covered them has been 
It is also not infrequently the case that gram e ( 
have other rock formations covering their siaes 1 

°r less completely, and still other domes of whicn J 
the very tops have been exposed by erosion ot tn 
formerly covering them, and so on by an alums 
Plete series of intergradations existing in varmus p 
of the world. It seems very certain that the d . 
Nova Scotia, existing on the anticlinal folds, ow 
sbape to the existence of granite domes beneat

were forced up but never subsequently exposed by 
erosion.

At various places throughout the Meguma series of 
Nova Scotia, granite outcrops, having been exposed by 
erosion, and granite dikes also are not uncommon. It 
is also very certain that granite exists, at no great 
depth everywhere beneath the rocks of the Meguma 
series. While partial erosion has exposed the granite 
in many places, there seems to be no locality in the 
province where the slates and quartzites both have 
been eroded sufficiently to expose the granite on one 
of the domes.

It is quite generally agreed by the authorities that 
all gold was primarily of magmatic origin, and it is 
likewise quite certain that the gold of Nova Scotia 
originated in the granite magma beneath, and, carried 
up by ascending waters, was finally deposited in the 
sedimentary formations above. Even as this paper 
is being written there has come into my hands an ar
ticle which records the finding of gold in the granite 
formations southwest of Halifax about the head of 
Terence Bay and at Pennant. While particulars of the 
find are lacking, I am inclined to predict that any pay- 
ore which has been or may be found in these granite 
formations will be in quartz veins or quartz segre
gations derived from the granite magma.

The natural solvents of gold are more numerous 
than commonly supposed, and the several naturally 
occurring solvents which have the power of dissolving 
gold at ordinary temperature and pressure have their 
solvent power increased proportionately by increased 
temperature and pressure. If such salts as ferric 
chloride, ferric sulphate, cupric chloride, cupric sul
phate or any of the alkaline sulphides are dissolved in 
water then the resulting solutions are capable of dis
solving gold, especially when heated with gold under 
pressure. Sodium carbonate solution containing dis
solved carbon dioxide, and sodium silicate solution 
containing sodium sulphide or sulphydrate or other 
alkaline sulphides also dissolve gold. The presence of 
any compound capable of liberating oxygen, such, for 
instance, as manganese dioxide in acid solution, in
creases the solvent power of certain of the before- 
mentioned solutions for gold, while heat and pressure 
likewise increase their solvent power.

In the Meguma formations of Nova Scotia we find an 
abundance of pyrite, pyrrhotite, arsenopyrite and 
other sulphides which, when brought in contact with 
descending waters containing oxygen from the air dis
solved therein, become oxidized, and soluble salts are 
formed capable of dissolving gold. Manganese diox
ide is also common in the rocks of the Meguma forma
tion, being more or less generally and finely dissemin
ated, especially in the slates. The sulphur of the 
metallic sulphides named is first attacked and oxidized, 
and the finally resulting sulphuric acid attacks the 
iron, copper and other metallic elements of the sul
phides, forming at first, in the case of iron, ferrous 
sulphate and finally by oxidation ferric sulphate, a 
gold solvent. The descending waters also contain 
some sodium chloride which, acted on by the sulphuric 
acid formed, sets free hydrochloric acid, and in the 
presence of manganese dioxide, chlorine, a solvent of 
gold. Ferric chloride is also formed and other sol
vents of gold as well by the complex series of chemi
cal reactions resulting between the descending waters 
and the metallic sulphides they encounter.

These surface waters descend through various 
cracks, seams, joint planes, lateral fissures and through 
the pores of the rocks, becoming charged with solvents
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of gold and other minerals, and becoming heated as 
well as under pressure with depth. These waters of 
meteoric origin and bearing “ ic ” salts in solution are 
very capable of dissolving gold and do dissolve it when 
brought in contact with it along their course. Finally 
at great depths and under great pressure these waters 
are forced into more or less vertical fissures extending 
towards the surface, and, charged with various salts 
dissolved from the rocks through which they have 
pai.se-"7, they become ascending waters passing through 
trunk channels to the surface.

The waters entering the trunk channels at various 
places contain salts of a more or less diverse nature in 
solution, the nature of these salts varying witu the 
nature of the local constituents of the rocks through 
which each set of waters has passed. Waters from the 
magmatic mass beneath also enter the trunk channels, 
and these are generally reducing waters, containing 
“ous” salts in solution and likewise containing agents 
capable of reducing “ic” salts to “ous” salts. Some 
branches of the trunk channels pour into them waters 
charged with alkaline silicates, alkaline sulphides, or 
alkaline carbonates, while other waters are charged 
with “ous” or “ic” salts. Under these conditions 
there would mingle in the trunk channels a series of 
solutions often of more or less neutralizing power, one 
to another.

It is a fixed law governing chemical reactions that if 
two or more solutions bearing different salts in solu
tion are mixed together, and by reaction of these dif
ferent salts on one another any insoluble compounds 
can be formed, then such insoluble compounds will be 
formed. In conformity with this law insoluble com
pounds are formed and precipitated along the course 
of the trunk channels. Reduction of both temperature 
and pressure as the waters near the surface result in 
the decrease of their solvent powers for certain salts 
which are precipitated. Locally also the walls of the 
trunk channels contain minerals capable of acting as 
precipitating agencies. While these conditions exist 
to-day and a certain amount of waters are still cir
culating in the rocks of Nova Scotia and doing the 
work described, such circulation is a mere nothing as 
compared with the vast volume which went through 
the same cycle in the period immediately following the 
granite intrusion of the past.

Among the common précipitants of gold positively 
known to exist either as minerals in Nova Scotia rocks, 
or to have been carried in solution by ascending waters, 
are ferrous sulphate, ferrous chloride, iron pyrite, pyr- 
rhotite, arsenopvrite, native arsenic, the organic mat
ter including the graphite and carbonaceous matter 
of the upper rock formations, and even pure slate, 
which latter has the power of throwing down gold 
from certain solutions.

Experiments and Analyses.
For the most part these statements regarding the 

solvent and precipitating power of various substances 
have been confirmed by conducting a series of 
experiments and analyses on material personally taken 
by me in the Province of Nova Scotia, and including 
gold, gold ores, slates, quartzites, gangue minerals, 
mine water, and similar material. In other words, I 
have been able to prove that the conditions in Nova 
Scotia were formerly very favourable for the solution 
and ultimate precipitation of gold, silica, and other 
minerals and metals, and that even to-dav in a vastly 
lessened degree these same processes are being carried 
on. During my investigations I made many analyses

and assays of material from bedded veins, fissure 
veins, slates, and whin (quartzite), to determine their 
gold content as well as the other minerals therein, but 
space forbids my giving more than a few of the most 
interesting analytical results.

A sample of mine water was taken where it poured 
from a crevice of the roof on the 100-foot level, east 
drift, Holman mine, near the intersection of the Ross 
vein with a little fissure vein of less than half an inch 
in width, at which place a large quantity of coarse, 
nuggety gold was taken in December, 1909. The analy
sis of this water is as follows :

Analysis of Mine Water.
Results in parts per million

Total solid matter in solution...........
Solids volatile on ignition ...............
Solids not volatile on ignition...............
Free ammonia ......... ..............................
Albumenoid ammonia ..............
Nitrogen as nitrites ... :......................
Nitrogen as nitrates ........................
Chlorine ....................................................
Bromine...................................................
Sulphuric acid radicle (S03) .........
Hardness by Clark’s test ......................
Lead ... .............................................. .
Manganese...............................................
Cupric oxide.................................. .
Ferric oxide ... .............................
Aluminum oxide ............... .... . .
S;lica .. .... .....................................
Calcium oxide.........................................
Strontium .... ...................................
Magnesium oxide ............... ...........
Sodium plus potassium oxides .............
Gold........................................................

The gold was detected by evaporating several liters 
of the filtered water and submitting the residue to tire 
assay, and at the same time carrying on a check test 
on the reagents used which proved them to be free 
from gold. A confirmatory test for the gold consisted 
in dissolving the metallic particle obtained by fire as
say in a drop of chlorine water, adding a drop of stan
nous chloride solution and obtaining a precipitate of 
purple of Cassius. Here we have a mine water actu
ally carrying gold in solution. The iron in solution 
in the water reacted for ferric iron but not for ferrous 
iron. Where the water flowed from the wall it de
posited a sludgy mass of red, hydrated iron oxide.

At a point on the wast plunge, 40-foot level, Hol
man mine, a sample of the same hydrated oxide of iron 
was taken beneath the B vein where it had been de
posited in considerable quantity by a stream of water. 
Every possible care was taken to obtain this material 
free from rock or other extraneous matter, and after 
being carefully dried it was taken to Bangor and as
sayed. The assay showed in the dry material that 
gold was present at the rate of 67 cents per ton. The 
water content of the original was not determined dbut 
is estimated at about 75 per cent.

To prove the precipitating power that certain metal
lic sulphides, occurring in almost every bedded vein, 
have when brought in contact with gold-containing 
solutions, three different experiments are quoted herê, 
all being on material from the Holman mine. The de
tails of these experiments follow :—

(a) A sample of V vein ore was taken from the east 
superstope on the dome, and from this sample a piece

272.
47.5

224.5
.05
none
none
none

1.354
trace

60.01
110.

none
trace
.12

S.

1.
21 5 
73.

trace
24.1
35.3

trace
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was selected which measured 32 x 25 x mi , . „
and weighed 27 grammes. This piece was nerais 
mass of yellow and silver coloured metalli 
containing several particles of visible quai z.
Placed in a beaker and over it was poured J5 cubic 
centimeters of a solution containing mi £ 
of gold in solution as the chloride. After 3 hours1 tne
solution was decolourized, showing that r ,
gold had taken place. The solution v as 
found free from gold by the purple-of-Cassius • 
Examination of the ore under the microsc l 
it had become coated with minute crystals 0 g ^ ^ ^

amination under the microscope, 
ore is as follows :—

My analysis of the

Specific gravity, 6.17.
Insoluble (mostly quartz) .. .. 1.45 per cent.
Sulphur .......................................... 20.67 per cent.
Iron....................................................35.18 per cent.
Arsenic.......................................... 42.68 per cent.
Selenium..................................... traces

Total.................................. 99.98 per cent.

mi uiiuu^v — „ - , crvs- Eliminating the insoluble matter shown by this
with a brownish mass of amorphous go , analysis, the metallic minerals of the ore would ap-
tals being distributed equally over the sut metallic pear to exist in about the proportion of 46 parts ar-
quartz, the yellow, and the silver coloure -th senopyrite to 4 parts pyrrhotite to 1 part pyrite,
minerals. The quartz, in addition to being c ym (c) From a mass of nuggetv gold, quartz and metal-
crvstals of gold, was coated in places with a > , Qn ijc sulphides submitted to me by Mr. Holman, and by
of metallic lustre such as I have frequent > 0 )1 » . him stated to have been a part of thq rich ore taken
bits of Nova Scotian vein quartz. Examina 1 was from the Ross vein in December, 1909, I selected par-
sample previous to immersion in the gold so ^ tides of the metallic sulphides as free as possible from
made, and no such yellow films of crysta 8 . , Qre both quartz and gold. This gold was taken from the
present. This C vein ore is a peculiarly ns ^ ’ intersection of a little fissure with the Ross vein, 100-
different from anything else 1 have observea ^ f00t. level, Holman mine. The silvery coloured sul-
Scotia. As exposed in the various working phides were powdered and mixed, a sample taken for
Holman mine, it is found to be a mass ot y _ analysis, and a gramme weighed out into a beaker,
silver coloured minerals with metallic lus 1 ’ . , .Qn On this gramme of material was poured 25 cubic cen-
ing as a solid metallic vein until on closer ex< , timeters of a solution of 55.5 milligrammes of gold as
small particles of quartz are found scattereu ^ gold chloride. The solution was stirred as described
it, but. the ouartz content is probably nevei^ tQ fn the previous experiment and at the end of fifteen

minutes was filtered and no gold found remaining in 
the filtered solution. The powdered particles of py
rites were covered by a precipitate of both crystalline
anil amorphous gold.

My analysis of this pyrite is as follows :
Specific gravity, 6.72.
Insoluble (mostly quartz) ............. 2.40 per cent.
Iron...................................  35.35 per cent.
Arsenic .............................................41.76 per cent.
Sulphur............................................ 20.22 per cent.
Selenium...........................................trace
Tellurium .........................................trace

but the quartz content is prouauy jnch to
Per cent. In width the vein varies , carry
five or six inches. Everywhere 1 18 . , tbis gold
better than $4 in gold value to the ’ ation> requir- 
Çannot be extracted by direct ama g .^e process. 
lng instead some modification of t ie ‘ wherever 
While the C vein appears to be a bedde >ufferent in ap. 
d has been exposed, it is so absolut below and
Pearance from the many other bedt et discuss its
above it that I am not prepared at present fm, Mr 
origin. An analysis of the C vein ox uring Co.,
Holman by the Pennsylvania Salt Man 
is as follows :

Iron .... 19.00. per cent.
. 0 :............... 20 22 per cent.

......................... 20 75 per cent.SSe
Total................... 99.57 per cent.

The material they classify as insoluble F P n}p-ye 
mostly quartz. In this vein iron Pyrlte X have 
arsenic make up the major portion ot sanq 
examined. . T 1ûZltpri a partly

(b) For the next, experiment 1 selec;e.fh striated 
crystalline pyrite of a. silvery co our ately be- faces. This was taken from a vein im™ dZift; 100- 
neath the Ross vein in the face of the east the
foot level, Holman mine, the sample hemg and
face, as it was in July. 1910. After pulverizing^^ 
mixing the sample a portion was take* 10 placed 
and another portion, weighing one gram > centiniet- 
m a beaker and over it was poured 2o cut i 
ers of a solution containing dissolved e . was
grammes of gold as gold chloride. The end of 15
stl.rred at five minute intervals, and at tiie , r flUer_ 
minutes it had become decolourized, w n found
mg and testing the filtered solution no So1 f both
remaining therein. A copious precipitation on
crystalline and amorphous gold had < by ex-
tbe particles of powdered ore, as was s

Total ............................ 99.73 per cent.

We have here the first recorded instances of the oc
currence of selenium and tellurium in Nova Scotian 
ores. The presence of both was confirmed by applying 
the usually recognized decisive tests.

The metallic material from the Ross vein, whose 
composition is shown by the above analysis, may be 
assumed to exist in the proportion of 23 parts arseno- 
pyrite to 3 parts pyrrhotite, as calculated from the 
analysis and eliminating the insoluble matter. The 
presence of pyrrhotite is easily demonstrated by pass
ing a magnet over the powder which is attracted in 
a small amount.

Other tests, not quantitative, have been conducted 
where dilute solutions of gold chloride in water were 
poured into beakers containing Nova Scotian slates of 
the Halifax formation, some of these slates containing 
metallic sulphides imbedded therein, and others free 
from sulphides but containing graphitic or carbonace
ous matter, and still other nearly pure slate. In all 
these cases the gold was entirely precipitated from 
solution, fairly quickly in the case of the materials 
first named and requiring several days in the ease of 
the pure slate, but ultimately in each case the precipi
tation of the gold was complete.
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Formation of Ore-shoots.
While it is, of course, possible that some of the 

bedded veins were direct trunk channels and derived 
their quartz and ore direct therefrom, it seems to me 
certain that a vast majority of the bedded veins are 
merely lateral branches which were filled by vein ma
terial diverted from the trunk channels into lateral 
openings, made in the thin strata of intercalated slate,

into which the solutions from the vertical fissures were 
forced and in which were deposited silica, pyrite, ar- 
senopyrite, and other minerals. Examination of the 
intersection of fissures and the bedded veins branch
ing from them seems in many cases to show that they 
are contemporaneous in origin, while in other instances 
stances the fissures are clearly of later origin.

(To be continued).

MINERAL PRODUCTION OF THE PROVINCE OF
QUEBEC DURING 1910.

Asbestos.
The returns received from asbestos producers show 

a total production of 80,605 tons of the various 
grades of asbestos, valued at $2,667,829 at the points 
of shipment. This is a substantial increase as com
pared with the shipments made in 1909, which totalled 
63,965 tons, valued at $2,296,584.

These figures represent the actual shipments made, 
and they are this year considerably less than the out
put, as a great deal of asbestos of all grades was re
ported as stock on hand on December 31st. As may 
be seen by the table given below, this stock on hand 
amounted to 41,159 tons, which, valued on the same 
basis as the shipments, amounted to $1,921,923.

The activity of asbestos mining was very notable 
duriing the first seven months of the year. The 
mines were working night shifts as well as day shifts, 
and most of the mills were producing to their full ca
pacity. Unfortunately the demand did not keep pace 
with the increased output, and as a result the market 
became congested, prices dropped and the stocks on 
hand increased. Towards the end of the year several 
of the mines discontinued mining operations and a 
period of stagnation ensued. That this state of affairs 
is only temporary is shown by the past records of the 
asbestos industry. Periods of over-production and 
consequent depression have been noted before, and 
these have always been followed by periods of healthy 
growth.

Shipments Stocks on hand
Dec. 31.

Tons Value Tons Value
Crude No. 1 ................. 1,817 $ 471,649 1,703 $ 447,227
Crude No. 2 ................. 1,612 196,382 3,181 440,884
Mill Stock No. 1 .... 10,313 627,635 4,938 313,053
Mill Stock No. 3 .... 44,793 1,141,374 24,417 621,065
Mill Stock No. 3 .... 22,070 230,789 6,920 99,694

80,605 $2,667,829 41,159 $1,921,923
Asbestic.......................... 24,711 17,612

The value of the asbestos shipments made during 
the year 1910 is the highest recorded to date. The 
previous banner year was 1908, when it reached $2,- 
551,596.

The following table illustrates the growth of the as
bestos industry during the past decade :

Year Tons. Value
1900 ................................... 21,408 $ 719,416
1901 ................................... 33,466 1,274,315
1902 ................................... 30,634 1,161,970

1903 ............................  29,261 916,970
1904 ................................... 35,479 1,186,970
1905 .................................. 48,960 1,476,450
1906 ................................... 61,675 2,143,653
1907 ................................... 61,985 2,455,919
1908 ................................... 65,157 2,551,596
1909 ................................... 63,965 2,296,584
1910 ................................... 80,605 2,667,829

The returns which we received from the producers 
show that a quantity of 2,035,705 tons or asbestos 
bearing rock was quarried during 1910. Of this rock 
about 25 per cent, is waste, which goes to the dumps 
without treatment as being too lean in asbestos for 
milling. Shipments of asbestos during 1910 and stocks 
on hand at the end of the year totalled 121,755 tons, 
valued at $4,589,756 at the prices prevailing during 
the year. To arrive at the output, we may substract 
the stocks on hand at the end of the previous year 
1909, which, according to the Federal Mines Branch, 
amounted to 20,921 tons. These figures leave a total 
extraction during 1910 of 100,837 tons of asbestos 
from 2,03.5,705 tons of rock mined or from about 1,- 
500,000 tons of rock milled.

It must be understood that these figures are aver
ages of totals. In the case of individual mines the 
figures of extraction, may diverge considerably from 
these averages.

In last year’s report, attention was drawn to some 
of the advantages which were likely to ensue from 
the amalgamation of individual asbestos properties 
into large corporations. One of these advantages was 
that it would be easier to establish a standard classi
fication of the various grades of asbestos. The im
portance of this point can hardly be exaggerated, for 
it is quite likely that one of the reasons which mil1; 
tates against a more rapid extension of the uses ot 
asbestos and contributes to the dulness of the mar
ket, comes from the fact that at present there is ® 
lack of uniformity in the grading and classification ot 
the various products of the asbestos mills. Each in* 
dividual producer has its own grades and marks which 
can only be sold to manufacturers and consumers by 
submitting samples. In the classification which we 
have adopted in the short table given above, we have 
followed the Federal Mines Branch, based on value 
per ton of the product. Crude No. 1 represents as
bestos quoted $200 a ton and over. Crude No. 2 under 
$200. Mill stock No. 1, is the product of the mills °j 
a value of $45 per ton and over, No. 2 between $v 
and $20 inclusively, and No. 3 under $20, but indi
vidual items of these groups vary widely between the 
limits assigned and the classification is arbitrary lJl 
the extreme. For instance, under mill stock No. 1, xve
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grid Rouped asbestos representing not less than 17 
thp il ac?ording t° prices, which are designated by 
( e toJW^g marks; <<No 1>, (<No 1 A „ <<No. 2 A,” 
“r 2,,B- ‘A,” “C,” “D,” “M,” “X,” “XXX,”

“°ng> “Special Spin.”Dr;ri,arJy ,ln Stock No. 2 there are ten different 
“R products are classified as: “A,” “3 B,”
“00,” Z’oK *’” “N°- 2’” “No" 3>” “X>” “XX>”

( Whereas in Mil! Stock No. 3 we get: “C,” “CC,”
4”<<xtNV „ //?’” “Short F> “No- 3’” “No-

A* ' 5V X- . XXX,” “XX paper.”
whin! ry ima^ined, these various designations
t0 1 _iave no connection between themselves, must
selHn"' exten* Puzzle and bewilder the buyers, and

TIi ^ 'i ?amp^es must necessarily be resorted to.
it ft su"Jec* classification is very important, and
be .ought tPa* ®reat benefits to the industry would
0l1 Ilv,ed from a better standardization of the vari-

But' course, such a result can only be
thp „ , through a concerted action on the part of
flc Producers.13 eBlrns of shipments of asbestos were received from 
d companies, as follows :
\!Tj^amated Asbestos Corporation, Thetford Mines. 
R a Atos. and Asbestic Co., Ltd., Danville.
Bell a " Asbestos Co., Robertson.
KelmLSben°S Mines’ Thetford.
BerKr, a Vonsolldated Asbestos Co., Chrvsotile. 

hn Asbestos Co , Robertson.

Black Lake Consolidated Asbestos 
Co.,

Broughton Asbestos Fiber Co., 
Frontenac Asbestos Co.,
Jacobs Asbestos Mining Co., 
Johnson’s Company,
Ling Asbestos Co.,
Robertson Asbestos Mining Co.,

Black Lake. 
East Broughton. 
East Broughton. 
Thetford. 
Thetford.
East Broughton. 
Thetford North.

Copper.
The copper bearing ores now produced in the Pro

vince of Quebec come from the cupriferous pyrite de
posits of the Eastern Townships. This ore is primarily 
used in the manufacture of sulphuric acid and the 
cinder is sent to the copper smelters for the extraction 
of the copper.

The production of ore in 1910 was the lowest record
ed since 1904, being 24,040 short tone, a decrease of 
11,060 tons as compared with the previous year.

Year Tons Year Tons
1893....... ... 64,960 1902....... .... 31,938
1894....... .... 47,132 1903....... .... 26,481
1895....... ... 42,470 1904....... .... 23,729
1896....... ,.. . 47,730 1905....... .... 28,644
1897....... .... 41,233 1906....... .... 32,527
1898....... .... 39,968 1907....... .... 29,574
1899....... .... 43,599 1908.... .... 26,598
1900....... .... 37,791 1909.... .... 35,100
1901........ .... 22,732 1910.... .... 24,040
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The Eustis mine was the principal shipper. This 
mine, which is situated at Eustis, on lot 2, range IX., 
Township of Ascot, nine miles south of the city of 
Sherbrooke, began operations as far back as 1879. The 
ore occurs in lenticular masses, the sizes of which 
greatly vary in width, between a few feet and 75 feet. 
The lenses are usually connected by narrow veins 
which sometimes pinch down to an inch or less.

The length of the main slope of the Eustic mine is 
now over 3,000 feet long, on an angle of 40 degrees. 
The head of the slope is reached by a rock tunnel, 1,000 
feet in length.

The ore is concentrated in a mill which is situated 
3,000 feet from the top of the slope, and it is shipped 
mainly to Boston, where it is used in the manufacture 
of sulphuric acid. The copper bearing cinder is then 
sent to West Norfolk, Virginia, where the Eustis 
company has a smelter in which are also treated some 
of the Virginia ores.

Some shipments are also made to the Nichols Chemi
cal Company, at Capelton, Que.

It is interesting to note that the manager, Mr. Ad- 
sit, saved this year an appreciable amount of copper 
by the simple process of passing the mine water over 
scrap iron.

We record this year comparatively important ship
ments of copper and sulphur ore from the McDonald 
mine, at Weedon, on lot 22, range II., Weedon, which 
has been under active development work for two 
years. This mine is worked by the East Canada 
Smelting Company.

The ore of this deposit consists of iron pyrites and 
chalcopyrite, occurring as lenticular masses, in more 
or less altered schists. The occurrence resembles 
closely that of the deposit which is worked at the 
Eustis mine. The main body of ore has been proved 
to be over 500 feet long, and to have a maximum width 
of 50 feet. It is likely that further development work 
will reveal other lenses.

The lens which has been developed has the same 
strike as the county rock, N. 40 deg. E., and dips to the 
S.E. at an agle of 45 deg.

The deposit has been developed to a depth of 110 
feet bv means of two shafts, 100 and 110 feet deep 
respectively. The latter is now being sunk to the 200 
feet level. More than 700 feet of levels and crosscuts 
have been driven

Shaft No. 1 is equipped with a 15 h.p. hoist, which 
can handle 70 tons per shift from a depth of 400 feet. 
The boiler equipment consists of two horizontal boilers 
and one vertical boiler, aggregating 200 h.p. The 
compressor plant comprises two Rand straight line 
compressors capable of running 8 drills.

Substantial shipments were maed to the Capelton 
Chemical Works of ore said to average 44 per cent, 
sulphur and 5y2 per cent, copper.

The Albert mines in the same district, which shut 
down some two years ago, have not been reopened. 
The workings are now full of water. Some prospect
ing work was done on several of the old mines, but 
nothing of note has resulted.

A. O. Norton continued his prospecting and develop
ment work at the Suffi eld mine, but no ore was shipped. 
The deposit worked here is a low-grade sillcious ore, 
which consists of a mixture of chalcopyrite, pyrite, 
and a little bornite. The shaft is 400 feet deep, and 
there are 700 feet of drifts at various levels. The 
surface plant consists of a steam boiler of 100 h.p., a

hoisting engine of 50 h.p., and a 4 drill air compressor.
Mr. Norton has also reopened the Marrington mine 

on lot 6, range V., Ascot Township, and did some pros
pecting there with the help of a small 20 h.p. boiler 
and hoisting engine. The drilling was done by hand. 
The shaft is 265 feet deep, and there are 500 feet drift
ing.

At the Hepburn mine, lot 7, range IX., Ascot Town
ship, the Eustis Mining Company did some work of re
opening and prospecting.

The Ascot mine, lot 8, range IX., Ascot Township, 
was prospected by Mr. John McCaw, of Sherbrooke, 
for the East Canada Smelting Company, but no ore 
was shipped.

On lot 24, range V., of Cranbourne, a little work was 
done on a deposit which is said to contain bornite and 
chalcopyrite.

In the Beauce district considerable prospecting work 
was done on two deposits in the vicinity of St. Fran
cois. These deposits consist of quartz veins and lenses 
cutting eruptive rocks largely serpentinized and con
taining chalcopyrite and a little bornite.

In the fall of 1909 work was begun on the erection 
of a small copper smelter at Actonvale, by Mr. P. Tet- 
reault, of Montreal. The intention was to treat the 
ore from the dumps of the old Actonvale mine, as well 
as to do some custom work. The plant was completed 
and the furnace blown in during the spring of 1910. 
It consists of- an Allis-Chalmers water-jacketed fur
nace, of a capacity of 80 tons of ore a day; one Root 
blower of a capacity of 6,600 c.f. of air per minute; 
one 80 h.p. boiler and other accessories. After a short 
run the operations were discontinued to make altera
tions. The plant is still in the experimental stage.

The old Ascot mine was unwatered and some samp
ling was done.

On the whole, the copper industry of the Eastern 
Townships was not very active during 1910, owing in 
a measure to the low price of the metal which pre
vailed during the year. But other reasons also mili
tate against an active resumption of work. One of 
the main causes, as remarked by Dr. Wilson, who stud
ied the question for the Federal Mines Branch in 1909, 
is the attitude assumed by the majority of owners of 
undeveloped and unexplored prospects, who usually 
have high pretentions and disproportionate ideas as 
to the value of such prospects. The owners will not, 
as a rule, assume the risks of development, and yet 
ask prohibitive prices for their properties, and often 
are not even willing to give facilities to have them 
tested. Instances have come to our notice in which thou
sands of dollars are asked for mere copper-bearing 
outcrops, on which no work beyond a few days’ strip
ping have been done.

Mr. Samuel Owen Greening, for 34 years the head 
of the well-known B. Greening Wire Company, Limit
ed, died on the morning of August 31st, at his resi
dence in Hamilton. The late Mr. Greening was born 
64 years ago in Manchester, England. He came to 
Hamilton in 1856, in which year his father founded 
the company. Under the son’s management the busi
ness grew to its present large dimensions.

Mr. Greening was one of the very best types of citi
zen and business man. He weilded a large, though 
quiet, influence for good.
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FLUORSPAR
By Ernest F. B urchard.’

Fluorspar. , ,
Commercial Value.—Fluorspar is a minerai ot ieia- 

tively low value as compared with a 
mined under similar conditions. Under t e 
vourable conditions, therefore, the margin P 
can never be expected to be large, and it req 
ceptionally good management to conduc 3 
mining operations profitably, especially m ern states In 1910 there were 69,427 short tons oi 
domestic fluorspar, including gravel, lump, a 
varieties marketed in the United States a aiJ ' g, _ 
value of about $6.20 per short ton. Of this > ’

136 short tons werfe sold as gravel and umP " ’ d
an average value of $5.58 per ton at the nu > , 
8,291 short tons were sold ground, at an ai ei g 
of $10.72 per ton, f.o.b. cars. is

Uses and Requirements of fluorspar P d
used in the manufacture of glass and oi on an 
sanitary ware, in the electrolytic refining »
and lead, the production of aluminum, io 
ture of hydrofluoric acid, and in the non £ .
industries, in which it is used as a flux lia t+ js 
naces and in basic open hearth steel fnrn . . 
estimated that about 80 per cent, of the American 
fluorspar output mainly in the form « « heJrth
18 consumed m the manufacture of bas F „anv 
steel. The use of fluorspar is increasing m P 
all of these industries. The western mar ' 
sPar is more limited than that of the cen r ' peently 
ern states, but it is nevertheless increasing. 
the iron and dsteel works at lrondale, ged’
and in Shasta County, California, have bee tof0re 

Supplies of spar mined in the west hav t for
not been sufficient to supply the w®®,te™h ‘been due 
more than a few months at a time. Ibis ^b js
to several conditions, the most import an d bas
that most of the western spar thus tar pr tbe
not been of as high a grade as that produ and
Ulinois-Kentucky district. Fluorspar for iüm
steel making should carry at least 85 per ce • mQgt 
fluoride and preferably it should be Purer- cent
other chemical uses it should contain from ■ P 
to 98 per cent, calcium fluoride.

Production. nT1._tp(i
The total quantity of domestic fluorspar r P 

to the Survey as marketed in the United com„
1910 was 69,427 short tons, valued at $430,196,
Pared with 50,742 short tons, valued dat ’ d
1909, an increase in quantity of 18,685 shoi ’ rly 
in value of $138,449. This increase represented n J 
37 per cent, of the quantity and 47 per cent, 
value of the production of 1909. The productio^i 
1910 was the largest ever recorded. Th.® . fn 
value per ton for the whole country, co.n(^eI's ^om_ 
grades of fluorspar, was about $6.20 m 1910 a 
Pared with $5.75 in 1909. This value represents tne 
selling price on board cars at railroad oi " a rronl 
Ping points, and with reference to the Prod^ ■ re„ 
Colorado, New Mexico, and Kentucky the P a 
Ported for much of the spar includes t e c . 
long wagon haul—$1.50 to $3 a ton. In

* Abstracted from advance chapter Mineral Resour
ces of the United States.

principal producing mines are near river transporta
tion, and the cost of long wagon hauls has not en
tered into the reported value of the fluorspar.

Fluorspar was produced in 1910 in Illinois, Ken
tucky, New Mexico, and Colorado in the order named, 
each state, except Colorado, reporting an increased 
production. The product of Colorado and New Mexi
co has been classed as gravel spar, although much of 
the New Mexico product was equal to the grade of 
lump spar. Both Illinois and Kentucky produced gra
vel, lump, and ground spar.

In 1910 Illinois produced a total of 47,302 short tons 
of spar, valued at $277,764, or $5.87 per short ton on 
board cars. The gravel spar amounted to 35,477 short 
tons, valued at $178,880, or $5.04 per ton. The sales 
of lump spar in Illinois were 6,151 short tons, valued 
at $38,415, or $6.25 per ton. The ground spar sold in 
this state amounted to 5,674 short tons, valued at $60,- 

. 469, or $10.66 per ton. Kentucky reported total sales 
of 17,003 short tons of spar, valued at $124,574, or an 
average price of $7.33 per ton, distributed as follows : 
Eleven thousand four hundred and fourteen short 
tons of gravel spar, valued at $75,823, or $6.64 per 
ton ; 2,972 short tons of lump spar, valued at $20,359, 
or $6.85 per ton ; and 2,617 short tons of ground spar, 
valued at $28,392, or $10.85 per ton. Colorado and 
New Mexico together produced 5,122 tons of gravel 
spar, valued at $27,858, or $5.44 per ton. The total 
stocks of fluorspar reported on hand in all the states 
December 31, 1910, were less than 2,000 tons.

Trade Conditions.
The demand for American fluorspar at Pittsburg, 

Birmingham, and other cities during 1910 was appar
ently greater than the capacity of the mills operating 
in the Ulinois-Kentucky district. Prices advanced a 
little, but not enough to pay many of the smaller com
panies for operating, and consequently many of them 
were idle in both states. As a consequence of the in
creased demand, large stocks left over from previous 
years were practically cleaned up in localities within 
reach of transportation lines. Many steel plants pur
chased reserve stocks in anticipation of possible fu
ture scarcity of fluorspar. The steel plant at Pueblo, 
Colo., took the whole output of the Colorado and New 
Mexico producers in 1910, besides some spar from Illi
nois, but did not consume the total quantity pur
chased. Although, as tooted on another page, the im
ports were exceedingly high, notwithstanding the im
port duty of $3 per ton imposed in 1909, the market 
for domestic spar does not appear to have been seri
ously affected by the quantities of fluorspar imported.

The conditions in the open hearth steel industry 
have a most direct bearing on the production of fluor
spar, since the greater part of the gravel spar pro
duced is used in the manufacture of basic open hearth 
steel. The increase in the quantity of basic open 
hearth steel in 1910, as compared with 1909, amounted 
to 1,874,857 long tons, or nearly 14 per cent. The 
following table* shows the production of open hearth 
steel during the last three years

*Ann. Statis Report Am. Iron and Steel Associa
tion, Philadelphia. Pa., July 25, 1911.
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Production of open hearth steel in 1909-1910, in long
tons.
Basic. Acid. Total.

1908 ........................ 7,140,425 696,304 7,836,729
1909 .......................... 13,417,472 1,076,464 14,493,936
1910 .........................  15,292,329 1,212,180 16,504,509

Imports.
Before August, 1909, fluorspar was imported into 

the United States duty free, and the full statistics of 
importation were not given before that date. Large 
quantities of gravel spar produced at a low cost from 
the tailings of lead mines and from the gob in aban
doned mines in England have been shipped to this 
country as ballast at a very low freight rate. The 
material thus produced is high in silica and is almost 
entirely consumed by open hearth steel makers. Be
fore 1909 spar from England competed with American 
fluorspar as far west as Pittsburg and practically fixed 
the market price at that point. In the Lehigh and 
Susquehanna valleys of Pennsylvania and other lo
calities near the Atlantic seaboard English fluorspar 
can yet be advantageously purchased under present 
conditions, and large quantities are consumed annu
ally in the open- hearth steel furnaces. The imports of 
fluorspar entered for consumption into the United 
States in 1910 were 42,488 short tons, valued at $135,- 
152, as compared with 6,971 short tons, valued at 
$26,377, in 1909. The value assigned to the material 
in 1910 was $3.18 per ton, as compared with $3.78 in 
1909.

Mining and Milling Developments.
1ILLINOIS.

The principal developments during 1910 were con
fined to the properties of the Fairview Fluorspar & 
Leadd Company at Fairview Landing, and the Rosi- 
clare Lead and E'luorspar mines, at Rosiclare. At 
other properties there was some prospecting by drill 
and a little mining, but the greater part of the output 
came from the two companies named.

At the Fairview mine four shafts produced ore, in
cluding one mining the “blue” vein. The deepest 
shaft (or steep incline) was reported 503 feet deep in 
the spring of 1911 and the deepest working level was 
475 feet below the surface. At this level considerable 
calcite is encountered, either mixed with spar or else 
constituting nearly the whole vein. The vein is ir
regular in width, ranging from pinches 18 inches wide 
to swellings 25 feet wide. The spar bodies exhibit ir
regular outlines within the vein, and range from a few 
feet to 22 feet in width. One of the largest bodies 
was encountered at the 400-foot level. A new shaft 
has recently been sung to a depth of about 320 feet, 
with levels at 100 feet, 235 feet, and 295 feet from the 
surface. The “blue” vein shaft was at that time re
ported to be down 120 feet and to show 4y2 feet of 
ore at the bottom. An important production wras 
sloped from this vein in 1910. The main workings of 
the Fairview and the Rosiclare companies are ap
proaching one another and are believed to be on the 
same vein. The mill at Fairview has recently been 
improved and enlarged, particularly with reference to 
the facilities for the preliminary picking and the final 
jigging of the spar. The jigs are reported to consist 
of a 5-cell rougher, a 6-cell cleaner, and a 5-cell fin
isher. The capacity of the mill is reported at 200 to 
250 tons of cleaned spar per 10-hour shift and the 
storage capacity at about 3,000 tons. Spar is loaded 
directly at the mill into standard-gauge cars, which

are moved over a short line to the landing on Ohio 
River and towed on barges to the Illinois Central 
Railroad at Golconda.

At Rosiclare the mining method has been changed 
from underhand to overhead sloping. Only one shaft 
is operated here, and the lowest level was 235 feet 
below the surface in April, 1911. In July it was re
ported that the shaft had been sunk to 275 feet and 
was planned to be sunk to a depth of about 335 feet, 
where a new level will be established. Local pinching 
and swelling is characteristic of the vein, the width 
ranging from a few inches to 22 feet. In places the 
vein is found to carry almost entirely calcite, but there 
are large quantities of good ore still available above 
the lowest level, in both directions from the shaft. A 
new steel and concrete mill, entirely fireproof, has 
been built at Rosiclare, designed to reduce 500 tons 
of crude ore per day. The shaft has been reconstruct
ed and consists of three compartments, two of which, 
for hoisting, are 5 feet 5 inches by 4 feet 4 inches, and 
one is a pump compartment, 5 feet 5 inches by 3 feet 
8 inches. The mill consists of three large buildings. 
The sizing and sorting building, with the shaft at the 
south end, stands in the middle, with the power house 
and grinding building to the west and the concentrat
ing building, or jig house, to the east. All the build 
ings are approximately 90 feet long. The middle 
building is 20 feet wide at the base, and the head 
frame stands 84 feet high. The two other buildings 
are 36 feet wide and stand 30 feet to the eaves. The 
alleys between the middle building and the two other 
buildings are 14 feet 6 inches wide.

From the mine the spar is hoisted to the top of the 
mill in steel cars having a capacity of one ton each. 
The spar is dumped on steel grizzlies having 21^-inch 
spaces. The grizzlies are inclined toward two 24-inch 
steel apron conveyers. From the oversize No. 1 lump 
spar is picked and thrown on the conveyers. The 
common spar not passing the grizzly is shoveled into 
a No. 5 gyratory crusher. The total capacity of the 
grizzlies is about 100 tons of material. The material 
passing the grizzly and the crusher feeds down into 
two 150-ton steel bins on the floor below. These bins 
feed into two shaking screens on the floor next below. 
These screens have steel frames 17 feet by 2 feet 9 
inches, with bottoms of heavy wire with meshes about 
14-inch by 1% inches. The lump spar is delivered by 
the apron conveyer to a rotary drier 25 feet long by 
36 inches in diameter, which is supplied with hot air 
from the top of the boilers. The ore falls from the 
drier on a “butterfly,” which diverts the material as 
desired, either into a bin for No. 2 lump spar or 
through a drying tower into a No. 3 crusher. The No- 
2 lump spar may be drawn directly from the bin, bar
reled, and shipped. The No. 1 spar passes through the 
No. 3 crusher, which feeds by gravity into a grinding 
mill. This mill discharges through a 30-mesh, 30-wire 
screen into a screw conveyer, which moves the ground 
spar to four storage bins. Each bin feeds into a bar
rel which stands on a packer. The barrels of ground 
spar weigh 550 to 610 pounds when filled. The capa
city of this packing room is about 10 barrels per hour, 
or 30 tons a day.

From the shaking screens the undersize is carried 
by water through a 9-inch pipe to the jig house, and 
the oversize of the screens falls on a picking belt, 011 
which 9 to 15 men may work. On this belt separation 
is made by hand of the larger fragments of lead an< 
zinc ore, calcite, waste, and fluorspar. Lump spar can 
thus be picked, if desired, in order to increase the
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quantity secured by picking on the gnzz y lead-
waste and calcite are thrown directly to , zjnc
ing to their respective bins, while the ea trnmzhs 
ores pass through short chutes to sépara , 
jiist below the picking belt, and are moved K 
shaking conveyer to separate lo-men masses
The overrun of fluorspar from the picking ^erin the opposite direction to a 24-inch disk crusher.
The lead and zinc ores discharged from gs t0
five disk crushers are carried through pip , disk pulsator jig, in the jig home. F.- the 24-meh^,1^« 
crusher the spar and the fine lead an J service fed into a bin. This bin feeds into the ****£££ 
Pipe which receives the undersize from house and 
screens. This service pipe crosses to trie J » frQm the 
feeds into a 5-celled rougher Jig- 1 gix cells.
rougher jigs goes to a cleaner Jig na , righ-Provision is mîdc for catching the lead from theng^ 
er jig and for taking care of the fa 8^ crushers 
the rougher jig and the cleaner jig a - flexible, 
and several pumps, and the system ■ v’ inch disk The lead and zinc ores coming from the 1-mch 0^ 
crushers are treated by two 4-celled fm *»■ ^ sent
Jng a set of laboratory rolls. Of e. con.
considered normal about 90 per cen . 1 ' , -te (zine
centrâtes of fluorspar, galena, and *1 about 1
hlendef. The galena recovered cons- ^halerite stiU 
Per cent, of the concentrates, and ' tailings

C( nshlered normal about 90 per 
b
Jess eejtt: °f,the concentrates, ana tToiii ti 18 P anned to treat a large quantity of tailings 
Prodn 01 °f greater richness than those now
ly rnifd’ aa s.00n as the new mill is working perfect- 
Probl 16 1ildJ'n8 of fluorspar offers rather difficult 
duct X , Un,ike most ores, the bulk of the pro- 
eli,n- m,ust ',e saved, and the waste which must be 
Jn ad v/- constitutes relatively a small percentage, 
from n T’ tke aeparation of the lead and the zinc 
smal] e nuorspar is difficult, particularly where such 
yet it J?ercentages of the former minerals are present, 
moved ls.essential that they be almost completely re- 
fluorsn S,mC| tke Presenee of sulphide ores renders the 
Itoreo-U. °î- ^ftle value as a flux in steel making. 
PominJi?1"’ 1 separation can be completely and eco- 
materi 11 e .cted, the lead and zinc ores recovered 
ore a V assist in paying the expense of cleaning the

plover)61' no[maI conditions about 57 men are em- 
tendont °'erhead, including office force and superin- 
ited ; s'. anp about 48 men underground. When vis- 
comnlm i this. mil1 had not been entirely
ed. ed’ and its capacity had not been demonstrat- 
far PY„Wa,s expected, however, that its capacity would
associât j an,V other mi,J built to treat fluorspar and 
to Ob' ecL,.ores- The product of this mill is carried 
lon„ * 0,KlVer over an electric tramwav 3,300 feet

’ nd 18 then loaded on barges and towed to Shaw- 
T 111. The„j and is then loaaea on u»lgco ...ri eto'711> HI-, Evansville, Ind., or Golgonda, HI- rl 

wj t IS generally closed by ice for a short period in 
contei ’ and in very dry summers the water may be- 
en']U,> t°° low for transportation. For this reason an s eay°ur is made to maintain sufficient stocks of 
neef ,<)In the Rosiclare mines at the railroad in Shaw- 

own to provide for shortages caused by interrupt-

a shipments.
q New Mexico.yj, P -V recently has fluorspar been found in New 

A in sufficieit quantities for exploitation. The 
ditvr\ran fireman’s Mining Company, of Kansas 
situât 1"’ ™ Prospecting for metallic ores on property 

e(t HI miles northeast of Deming, Luna County,

N. Mex., has opened a number of veins of fluorspar 
which give promise of containing nearly if not quite 
sufficient spar to supply the western market for sev
eral years.

Location.—The fluorite occurs on the flanks of a 
small ridge called “Fluorite Ridge,” one of the foot
hills of Cooks Range, 10 miles northeast of Deming.
The most promising prospects have been made in two 
localities separated by a distance of about 1% miles.
One of the localities is at the extreme southeastern 
base of the ridge on a gentle rise about 400 feet above 
the plain: the other well up the south slope of the 
ridge about 900 feet above the plain. Deming lies in 
a nearly flat valley covered by desert deposits, with 
Cooks Range 10 to 15 miles northeast and the Florida 
Mountains 10 miles or more southeast. The fluorspar 
deposits are most easily reached by a 10-mile drive 
from Deming, but the product is shipped from a sid
ing, on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, 
called Mirage, 5miles southeast of the prospects.

Geologic Relations.—Fluorite Ridge consists of a 
central mass of monzonite pohphyry which has in
truded strata of Paleozoic and Mesozoic age, chiefly 
Ordovician limestone and Carboniferous and Creta
ceous sandstone, quartzite, and conglomerate. The 
dips of the sedimentary strata on the south and west 
sides where the fluorspar is found are very steep, or 
vertical, and masses of the strata have not only been 
tilted up by the intrusive action, but folded into the 
intrusive rock. The base of the ridge is surrounded 
by an agglomerate consisting of angular masses of on- 
desite embedded in tuff. Some thin dikes of balast 
cut the agglomerate, and unconsolidated “desert fill” 
overlies it at a short distance from the base of the 
ridge.

Occurrence and Character of the Fluorspar. — The
fluorspar occurs in veins, cutting and altered monzon
ite porphyry. Certain of the veins fill fractures in the 
rock along which there has been movement in both a 
vertical and a horizontal direction, but between the 
walls of some fissures there has not been noticeable 
displacement. The rock at the southeast base of the 
ridge is cut by two or more groups of approximately 
parallel veins. As shown by the openings that have 
been made, there appear to be at least five or six dis
tinct veins in each group. One group of veins strikes 
N. 17 deg. E. to N. 27 deg. E., and the other strikes 
N. 6 deg. E. to N. 18 deg. W., and still other veins 
were observed to strike at various angles between 
these limits. The veins are nearly vertical or dip 
steeply in a southeast or northeast direction. The vein 
material is mainly fluorite mixed with a little quartz. 
Where the veins are partly siliceous they resist wea
thering slightly better than the surrounding porphyry, 
and therefore leave broken traces on the surface. At 
the surface the fluorspar in places is altered to cal
cium carbonate. The thickness of the veins as shown 
by surface cuts and by prospect pits and shafts ranges 
from a few inches up to 12 feet or more, but it is gen
erally from 2 to 5 feet. The structure of the veins is 
in places distinctly banded : in other places the vein 
appears to consist mainly of a mass of crystalline spar, 
showing no banding, but carrying pockets of quartz. 
Brecciation of the vein by which large fragments of 
the wall rock have been included is not uncommon. 
The walls of the veins where open to any considerable 
depth are found to be smooth in places, but they are 
rarely smooth or regular for many feet, and the wall 
rock is generally much decomposed.

At the locality on the south slope of the ridge only
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one set of veins, striking in a northwesterly direction, 
was observed. They stand nearly vertical or dip 
steeply toward the northeast. These veins had been 
opened in only two or three places in 1910, and the 
maximum width observed was only about 4 feet, not 
all of which was filled by spar. The veins cut mon- 
zonite porphyry, as at the first locality, and were ob
served to outcrop at intervals in the direction of strike 
for a distance of one-quarter mile.

Developments—At locality No. 1 the American Fire
man’s Mining Company opened in 1909 a number of 
veins by means of shallow cuts, and sank several test 
pits to depths of 6 to 12 feet and two shafts to depths 
of about 80 feet. In all, about 20 openings had been 
made up to August, 1910. A triangular area about 
one-fourth mile wide at base from northwest to south
east, and about one-third mile from northeast to 
southwest, has been shown to carry productive veins 
of fluorspar. The surface of the area slopes gently to 
the southeast. At the main opening the vein strikes 
N. 17% deg. E. to N. 22% deg. E. and dips 65 deg. to 
70 deg. toward the southeast. The vein had been 
opened to a depth of 75 or 80 feet in August, 1910, 
and had been worked for a distance of about 100 feet 
on the strike. The thickness between the walls of the 
vein measures 4 feet to 12% feet, the irregularities 
being due to pinching together of the walls in places. 
The strike of the vein is apparently slightly sinuous, 
according to the irregularities in the walls, but there 
are no evidences of movement between the walls. The 
rock inclosing the vein is altered to a reddish colour 
so far as observed, and although the vein walls are 
smooth and clean in places, in other places there is 
interpenetration of vein and wall material.

The fluorspar is principally of a light-green shade, 
but there is some purple spar present, especially near 
the margins of the vein, and some quartz is present in 
pockets and thin stringers scattered throughout the 
mass of spar. The spar is mined from several levels 
and milled down through chutes to the lowest level,

from which it is hoisted in buckets up the shaft to the 
surface. A steam hoist was being installed in August, 
1910. On the strike of the opening, less than 100 yards 
north of the shaft, an open cut and shallow burrow 
showed a promising vein of spar with a fork extend
ing in a northwest direction. These veins and one 
other a few yards to the west are the nearest to the 
limestone mass, which lies 35 yards or more to the 
west. So far as could be ascertained, none of the veins 
extend into the limestone. The greater part of the 
spar that has been produced in this region has been 
taken from the shaft just mentioned.

Grades of Western Fluorspar.—None of the spar 
that has been mined in Colorado and New Mexico has 
been cleaned in any way except by hand. Mechanical 
concentration would improve the grade of the Color
ado spar greatly, but none of the fluorspar prospects 
in Colorado have proved of sufficient richness to war
rant the installation of washing plants. In certain 
places water is available, but in others the problem of 
finding water would be difficult. The Colorado pro
duct has never averaged quite high enough in grade 
fully to satisfy purchasers or to command a price sat
isfactory to producers. With regard to the deposits 
near Demin g, N. Mex., there is little necessity for 
washing, but such a process would not be at all fea
sible on account of thescarcity of water. Supplies of 
water for men, teams, and hoisting engine have to be 
hauled from a well more than 4 miles distant on the 
road to Deming. There is little probability that a well 
could be obtained by drilling anywhere near the fluor
spar deposits on account of the nature and structure 
of the underlying rocks.

Analyses.—The following table gives analyses 01 
gravel fluorspar from Mirage, N. Mex., generally i# 
carload lots used in basic open hearth steel furnaces- 
and analyses of spar from Colorado, Illinois, and Ken
tucky, made on a-similar basis, are given for compari
son.

Analysis of Fluorspar from New Mexico, Colorado, Kentucky, and Illinois.
ALO.+

Locality CaF..
Mirage, N. Mex............... 93.68
Mirage, N. Mex............... 93.55
Mirage, N. Mex............... 91.98
Mirage, N. Mex............... 88.80
Mirage, N. Mex.............. 88.30
Mirage, N. Mex.............. 89.52
Mirage, N. Mex.............. 91.32
Mirage, N. Mex.............. 90.13
Mirage, N. Mex.............. 92.19
Mirage, N. Mex.............. 90.90
Mirage, N. Mex.............. 90.22
Mirage, N. Mex.............. 88.59
Mirage, N. Mex.............. 93.99
Mirage, N. Mex.............. 89.70
Eosita, Colo......................... 81.55
Bosita, Colo......................... 86.75
Eosita, Colo......................... 82.25
Eosita, Colo......................... 84.3
Eosita, Colo......................... 60.9
Jamestown, Colo................ 76.05
Jamestown, Colo................ 83.76
Jamestown, Colo................ 85.9
Jamestown, Colo................ 79.06
Jamestown, Colo. ....... 86.75
Marion, Ky......................... 84.25
Marion, Ky......................... 87.8

Si02. Fe20». CaCO,. MgCO,
4.68 0.74 0.76 Trace
4.97 .80 .62 Trace
6.60 1.00 .67 Trace
9.83 1.10 .48 Trace
9.85 1.06 .98 Trace
8.62 .92 .79 Trace
6.60 .74 .74 Trace
7.86 .70 .74 Trace
6.05 .68 .83 Trace
6.96 .86 .86 Trace
7.60 1.04 .68 Trace
9.66 .96 .83 Trace
3.84 1.12 1.12 Trace
8.60 .92 .80 Trace

13.3 5.1
9.3 4.2

12.6 5.0
11.6 n.d.
27.0 n.d.
19.8 4.2
12.2 4.0
10.5 3.75
15.24 5.26
8.60 4.46
2.98 1.28 10.28
3.10 2.06

Authority.
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company.
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Marion, Ky...................... 90.02
Marion, Ky...................... 92.7
Marion, Ky....................... 96.01
Marion, Ky....................... 94.72
Marion, Ky....................... 95.63
Fairview, 111. ..................  88.85
Fairview, 111....................... 87.07
Fairview, 111....................... 86.31
Fairview, 111....................... 86.60
Fairview, 111....................... 85.35
Fairview, 111....................... 83.49
Fairview, 111....................... 84.80
Fairview, 111....................... 84.50
Fairview, 111....................... 85.63
Fairview, 111....................... 88.67
Fairview, 111....................... 85.61
Fairview, 111....................... 85.57
Fairview, 111....................... 86.10
Fairview, 111....................... 86.87
Fairview, 111....................... 98.27
Fairview, 111....................... 96.62
Fairview, 111....................... 98.30
Fairview, 111....................... 95.38

4.72
2.5
1.9
1.22
1.32
3.4
3.12
4.30
2.38
8.17
4.0
3.51
3.85
3.82
5.13
6.05
6.76
7.39
7.39

.58
1.67

.46

.47

1.5
.64

1.88
.98
.93

1.45

1.82
.38

8.96
7.57

10.94
4.50
7.67
8.29
8.27
9.21 
4.49
4.22 
2.26 
2.14 
4.44

.27

.79

.46
3.55

0.68
1.22

Colorado Fuel & Iron Company.
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company.
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. 
Lackawanna Steel Company.
Lackawanna Steel Company.
Carnegie Steel Company.
Fairview Fluorspar & Lead Company. 
Fairview Fluorspar & Lead Company. 
Fairview Fluorspar & Lead Company. 
Fairview Fluorspar & Lead Company. 
Fairview Fluorspar & Lead Company. 
Fairview Fluorspar & Lead Company. 
Fairview Fluorspar & Lead Company. 
Fairview Fluorspar & Lead Company. 
Fairview Fluorspar & Lead Company. 
Fairview Fluorspar & Lead Company. 
Fairview Fluorspar & Lead Company. 
Fairview Fluorspar & Lead Company. 
Fairview Fluorspar & Lead Company. 
Fairview Fluorspar & Lead Company. 
Fairview Fluorspar & Lead Company. 
Fairview Fluorspar & Lead Company. 
Fairview Fluorspar & Lead Company.

Prom these analyses it will be seen t a ,,
shipped from Mirage, N. Hex., is of an exc p 
high grade, considering the fact that it has 
washed and cleaned as has the Illinois-Ken u )

Cost of Production.—The fining of ^e fluorspar ^ ^ UCUL3, __ ________________
near Doming is done almost wholly by t $1.50 round. From the opening of these deposits
can labour is employed, and miners ear ^ ,ug summer of 1909 to the close of 1910 nearly 5,000 tons
Per dav. Mining the spar costs pei^ i__^^ ’Q 0f fluorspar had been shipped, averaging 92 per cent.

The equipment for mining the spar is simple, the larg
est items of expense being the small steam hoist sta
tioned at the deepest working, and the several teams 
necessary to haul the output. Small store buildings 
and machine shops have been built at both places 
where the spar was being developed. The labourers 
live in tents, and work can be carried on the year

1 in the

25 cents the sPar costs pci .raib-nn i 0rL lncidentaly expenses, and haulage to the
ton dm making a total cost of $3.50 per
at $r 9,-nPec* mto cars. The spar in 1910 was selling 
cent °? t,lie cars, based on at least 90 per
PUei, ' ca™ fluoride, and the freight from Mirage to

■ Paid by the purchasers, was $2 per ton. Ac- 
,i- on fents ner ton is

calcium fluoride.
Conclusions.—The exploration for and development 

of fluorspar deposits under present conditions in the 
western states can not be said to offer attractive pro
fits ; nevertheless the market for fluorspar is growing, 

A uemo, paici oy me — r ton ls and where deposits are found so situated that the
cording to contract a penalty oi j* c ,■ j[s below freight rates do not hold down the price to a profitless 
\ educted tor each per cent, that tlie sp< _ . - , —j ii~- —«i „-p u nni <,dnp« nnt. further wine out

- - ■* ‘ — ~ rwOTTIl
VU IUT G Cl U11 pCl VVJLiu. - "A

g«ra; the development of meh deposit,

ifle, when each unit brings 20 cents more per on-

level and the cost of haulage does not further wipe out 
all chances of gain, th ' " 1 1 'x~
should be encouraged.

the prevention of accidents in MINES.r
In Queensland and New South Wales 1 .u-t jn 

the prevention of accidents in mines Pr0‘ul,,nnnd the 
mines employing more than ten men below gro 
'«ini,.8 inspector shall he the holder of ? 
mine-manager’s certificate, and be over thirty j of age. The Queensland Act states: ‘‘Wherever^ 
mining inspector shall have inspected an> ^e
machinerv he shall enter in a book, to be eP . ^
mine or works for the purpose, his opinion u ^ 
from such inspection of the actual condition mine and machinery at the time of such inspection, 
and he shall also record what alterations or 4 ^
ments he thinks necessary.” This is doubl ’
as it keeps the inspector up to the scratc 1 an while 
the manager to know at once the posi 1° ' jn 
should an accident occur it shows that the mm mijjg 
a safe condition at the time of the inspection, 
record is also useful for reference purposes 0 y 
subsequent visit of an inspector, fl’here is ano 
ful regulation in the Queensland Act, namely, 
manager of everv mine has once a week to sig 
ment in a book 'kept for the purpose, that during

week he has at least once visited every working face 
in the mine, and he has to state whether conditions 
were safe or otherwise. In big mines this regulation 
will keep the manager up to his work and prevent too 
much dependence being placed on the foreman.

As to the storage of explosives, the Queensland Act 
states that: ‘‘Detonators for blasting shall be kept on 
the surface of the ground, in a covered box placed in 
a separate magazine. No more than 100 detonators 
shall be kept underground in any level at one time, 
and these shall be kept in a covered box in a separate 
drive or chamber and only taken out in such quanti
ties as required for immediate use. Detonators shall 
not on any pretence whatsoever be placed near any 
travelling road, pass or working face.” The Austra
lian Acts require the mine manager to supply the 
Mines Department with a copy of the working plans 
of the mine, and are very particular about the tensile 
strength of hoisting ropes, etc. In the case of fatal 
accidents no work other than that required to save 
life shall be done, nor the conditions altered in any 
way until the inspector has had an opportunity of 
examining the position.
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Preliminary Programme of the National Mine Safety
Demonstration

Pittsburg, Pa.
October 30 and 31, 1911.

Board of Managers.
H. M. Wilson, representng United States Bureau of 

Mines ; Dr. M. J. Shields, representing American Na
tional Red Cross Society ; S. A. Taylor, representing 
coal operators of the United States ; Francis Feehan, 
representing United Mine Workers of America ; John 
Laing, representing the State Mine Inspectors ; Thos. 
B. Dilts, representing Industrial Department of Inter
national T. M. C. A.

General Committee.
Chairman, H. M. Wilson ; Mine Rescue and First 

Aid, J. W. Paul; Arsenal Demonstration, Clarence 
Hall : Experimental Mine, L. M. Jones; Programme, 
Bauson Stone ; Reception, J. C. Roberts ; Ushering, J. 
K. Clement ; Secretary, C. S. Stevenson.

United States Bureau of Mines.
Arsenal Grounds, 40th and Butler Streets, Pittsburg.

October 30, 1911.
Address of welcome, 9 a.m., Director J. A. Holmes, 

Bureau of Mines.
Event No. 1—(Continuous from 9.15 a.m. to 12M., 

with interruptions for Events 2 to 6.)
Building No. 10—Electrical laboratory, showing the 

effect of breaking lighted incandescent lamps which 
are surrounded by an explosive mixture of gas and 
air.

Building No. 13.—The foundry cupola in operation 
and method of securing gas samples and taking tem
perature measurements from different zones in the 
coke bed for the purpose of studying the fundamentals 
of the process and possible improvements therein.

The operation of a gas producer when burning coke 
at high temperature, at high capacity and eliminating 
ash and clinker by slagging.

The smokeless combustion of low-grade fuel in 
boilers when using mechanical stokers.

Operation of the long combustion chamber, design
ed to make a comprehensive investigation of the pro
cesses of combustion in boiler furnaces and the con
ditions requisite for complete combustion with coals 
of varying volatile matter, with various rates of firing 
and heating of coal with variations in the amount of 
air supply and in the rate of mixing of air with the 
volatile combustible.

Building No. 17.—Demonstration of the relative 
safety of single gauze and double gauze bonnetted 
safety lamps when subjected to a current of gas and 
air containing eight per cent, of methane and ethane 
at a known velocity.

The training in a noxious atmosphere of men wear- 
infi different types of rescue apparatus.

Exhibition of apparatus for the physical testing of 
explosives, including ballistic pendulum, pressure 
gauge, calorimeter, flame test apparatus, rate of de
tonation apparatus, large and small impact machines, 
cone and pendulum friction devices, and Trauzl and 
small lead blocks.

Building No. 32.—Demonstration of lignite and coal 
briquetting plant, making briquets from California 
lignite.

Gas and Dust Gallery No. 2.—Test of an electric 
mine motor surrounded by an explosive mixture of 
gas and air, and provided with explosive proof pro
tection device.

Event II.—9.30 a.m.
Gas and Dust Gallery No. 1.—To determine the ef

fect of a charge of a permissible explosive, equivalent 
in disruptive force to one-half pound of forty per cent, 
nitroglycerine dynamite, tamped with one pound of 
dry fire clay, when fired into a mixture of gas and 
air containing seven per cent, of methane and ethane.

Note.—At Forbes Field, October 31, at 10.30 a.m., 
Events II. and 111. will be repeated in the presence 
of coal dust instead of mine gas.

Event III.—10 a.m.
Gas and Dust Gallery No. 1.—To determine the ef

fect of a charge of FFF black blasting powder, equi
valent in disruptive force to one-half pound of 40 per 
cent, nitroglycerine dynamite, tamped with two 
pounds of dry fire clay, when fired into a mixture of 
gas and air containing seven per cent, of methane and 
ethane.

Event IV—10.30 a.m.
Near Gas and Dust Gallery No. 1.—Illustrating the 

ignition of coal dust by means of the laboratory coal- 
dust ignition apparatus devised and used by the 
Bureau of Mines.

Event V.—11 a.m.
Gas and Dust Gallery No. 2.—Illustrating the effect 

of removing the explosion proof protective devices 
from an electric mine motor operating in an explosive 
mixture of gas and air.

Event VI.—11.10 to 12 m.
Building No. 21.—Chemical and physical laborator

ies : Inspection of fuel, oil, explosives, gas, and other 
laboratories.

United States Bureau of Mines Explosion at Experi
mental Mine.

Near Bruceton, Pa., Oct. 30.
2 p.m. Leave Pittsburg on special train over the 

Wheeling Branch of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.
2.30 p.m. Arrive at Experimental Mine.
2.30 to 3.30 p.m. Inspection of Exeerimental Mine.
3.45 p.m. Explosion in Experimental Mine.
4 to 4.45 p.m. Inspection after explosion.
5 p.m. Return to Pittsburg by special train.

Programme of National Mine Safety Demonstration-
Tuesday, October 31, 1911.

Forbes Field, Pittsburg, Pa.
Field Officers.—Manager of Field Events, J. W- 

Paul ; Field Marshal, Francis Feehan ; Chief Usher, 
•J. K. Clement.

Event I.—9 to 10.30 a.m.
Demonstration of first aid to the injured by teams 

of men representing mining companies from all sec
tions of the United States of America.

Problems I, II, III, IV, V. (These problems to be 
published October 1).

Companies represented in demonstration of first aid. 
to the injured and personnel of teams. (This to he 
filled in after entries have closed on September 30)-
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1. The officers shall be as follows: A mainager of
events, a secretary, and assistants, a field mais 
and assistants, and a chief usher and assistants. __

2. Each team may be identified by the nunuei woi 
by the captain, the same corresponding to e1™r 
ber on the printed list of teams on the nnai p 
gramme.

3. Each team shall perform according to the num
bers assigned: all holding odd numbers performing 
together ; subsequently, those holding even numbers, 
together.

4. All patients- must be placed on stretcher alter
each treatment. All artificial respiration must 
given for one minute. , , *

5. No practicing shall be permitted on ue c 7
demonstrations, nor shall the patient assis m 
treatment. , . ,

6. As soon as an event has been comp e >
team shall stand at position and the captain shall 
raise his hand. ,. , r i QO

7. The number of each event will be disp ay ,
performed upon the bulletin board. ... ,

8. The beginning and closing of each even 
designated by the soufiding of a gong. 4wo » 
will be given for removal of bandages.

Event II.—10.30 to 11.30 a.m. .
Part I.—A permissible explosive, equal in is P 

force to one-half pound of 40 per cent, ni r°g - 
dynamite, tamped with one pound of dry ’
will be fired into the gallery.

No explosion of the coal dust is expecte .

The Forbes Field Dust Gallery.
This gallery is cylindrical, 133 feet ,ong> 

internal diameter of six feet four inches, a 
sents an underground tunnel or part of a '
The explosive is fired into the end of 1 8 •
Within the gallery are 133 pounds of fine 
from the Pittsburg seam, distributed 
throughout, and 20 pounds on a wooden ben ,
long near the mouth of the cannon, making 
153 pounds of coal dust. , . -n px„

Part II.—Demonstration of the use of bn . ,
ploring mines after explosions nr mine fires, 
carbon monoxide causes a large percentage 
fatalities. A few birds, which are much m 
five to the effect of poisonous gas than men, 
taken into a mine with a rescue party, and as 
they show signs of distress, the party can re 
safety. In the demonstrations a man will 
glass' box, the atmosphere of which contains U- 
per cent, of carbon monoxide gas, and remain 
for some time after the birds have collapsed.

Part III.—A charge of FFF black blasting powdei, 
equal in disruptive force to one-half pound o 1 
cent, nitroglycerine, tamped with dry fire ci“7> 
he fired into the gallery containing 153 pounds - 
minous coal dust, being the same dust as that 
Event II, Part I.

An explosion of coal dust is anticipated. lvr-
Part IV.—Foremen miners of the Bureau of M , 

equipped with various types of artificial breathi g P 
Paratus. will enter the gallery immediately arte 
coal dust explosion and recover supposed victim 
mine explosion. First aid miners of the Bure 
Mines will resuscitate those overcome 7 
gases, using artificial respiration and oxygen r P 
?ng apparatus. They will administer first aid to 
injured, using in this demonstration only

first aid packet and those things which might be near 
after an explosion in a mine.

Event III.—11.30 to 12 Noon.
Introduction of President Taft by Joseph A. 

Holmes, Director, United States Bureau of Mines.
Presentation of medals, by William H. Taft, Presi

dent of the United States.
Address, John K. Tener, Governor of the Common

wealth of Pennsylvania.
Address, Walter L. Fisher, Secretary of the Interior.
Address, Miss Mabel Boardman, American National 

Red Cross Society.
Event IV.

Parade of 19,927 miners, each of whom in his person 
represents one of the 19,927 men killed in the coal 
mines of the United States in the last twenty years.

Miners to march in review before the President’s 
stand, and then to special cars on Forbes Street, which 
will carry them to the river front, where they will 
witness the marine parade commemorative of the Cen
tenary of the Opening of Steam Navigation on the 
Ohio River.

NATIONAL MINE SAFETY DEMONSTRATION.
Entrance Rules.

The following rules, with suggestions, are sent 
mine operators who expect to enter first aid teams in 
the National Mine Safety Demonstration.

Rule 1.—The National Mine Safety Demonstration 
will be a non-competitive exhibition of skill in first 
aid to the injured in mines.

Rule 2.—Not more than one team of five men to 
represent any one coal mine, or the U. S. Bureau of 
Mines, or state mine departments, except that coal 
mining companies operating more than one mine may 
enter additional teams representative of groups of 
miners, helpers, trapper boys, or ocher mine, workers.

Rule 3.— All persons entering to submit certificates 
snowing that they are, or have been, bona fide mine 
workers.

[Suggestion—Submit a brief statement by one of 
the state mine inspectors to the effect that Messrs. 
Jone Doe, Richard Roe, etc., have worked in and 
around coal mines (give minimum length of time). 
(Signed and dated :— Inspector).]

Rule 4.—All entries to close one month prior to date 
finally selected for the meet (viz., Sept. 30, midnight).

[Suggestion.—The entries, like the certificates, need 
not follow any particular form, being merely a letter 
stating that you enter the following men, giving the 
full name of all entrants with the company name and 
official in charge.

Positively no entries will be accepted after October 
1, since names are to appear on souvenir programme, 
which will go to press that day.]

Rule 5.—Coal companies entering teams to be in
vited to present, not later than one month in advance 
of the meet, viz., Sept. 30th. a list of five events as 
their choice, these to be submitted to the managers, 
who will select five for adoption from the various 
events suggested, each entering team to exhibit in 
these events suggested by them and such others of 
the five as they may elect.

[Suggestion.—The five events you prefer will, with 
others, be submitted to the committee to the committee 
of managers, who will select for the public exhibit 
frrom all those sugestions, the five which have the ma
jority of recommendations. No suggestions will be 
received after October 1, on which date the five events 
selected will go to press. You will be notified prompt-
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ly of the events decided upon so that your team may 
practice them. It is essential that you do this in or
der to assure that your team can perform within the 
time limit fixed for each event. The programme must 
President Taft is limited.]
be run off with snap and speed, since the time of

Rule 10.—Souvenir badges of the American Red 
Cross, souvenir buttons of the U. S. Bureau of Mines, 
and souvenir programmes will be presented to indi
vidual entrants ; a souvenir first air box to each team 
entering ; a souvenir pennant with the name of the 
company sending entrant, and to be used on the field 
as a marker, to be presented to the company repre
sented.

Rule 13.—Each team will select its own subject in 
addition to the five operating members thereof, or 
will have a miner present, selected for them.

Rule 14.—In this exhibition, the correct use of the 
roller bandage of the triangular bandage will be 
given the same credit. In dressing wounds, the first 
aid packet only will be used. There will be no re
strictions as to the make of the first and packet. Teams 
are to bring their own material, consisting of splints, 
cotton, bandages, first aid packets, picric acid gauze 
torniquots, stretchers^ and at least two woolen blan
kets.

THE BENONI CONSOLIDATED PLANT.
A Modern Gold Mill.

Our Porcupine readers will be much interested in 
the following description, culled from the South Afri
can Mining Journal, of a large new plant that is soon 
to be put in commission. It represents the last word 
in mill equipment :

At the present time the mine is only being developed 
by the east and central shafts, and the ore hoisted 
through these two shafts will be carried by bottom 
discharge hopper trucks, and dumped direct into the 
main ore bin at the reduction works, which has a ca
pacity of 1,000 tons. From this bin the ore will be 
fed on to conveyer belts and carried direct to the 
crusher station. The crusher station, which is of 
steel construction, is laid out for double sorting. The 
crushers are of the jaw type, 30 in. by 28 in. in size, 
and are four in number, three serving the intermediate 
sorting belts and one the coarse sorting belt. They are 
belt driven from a countershaft operated by a 150 h.p. 
motor. The fines from the Nos. 1 and 2 fines bins are 
carried by a belt, which, after passing over a weighing 
machine, feeds them on to a shuttle belt conveyer 
erected above the mill bins. This conveyer distributes 
the fines to the mill bins, which have a capacity of 
2,000 tons. Both the mill bins and building are of 
steel construction.

The battery consists of 55 stamps of 2,000 pounds 
weight, operating in open-fronted mortar boxes, which 
stand on anvil blocks bolted to heavy concrete pile 
blocks. The king posts, which are of cast steel of 
special design, are secured to heavy wooden timbers 
bolted to the concrete pile blocks, whilst the guide 
beams are also of cast steel and are fitted with cast 
iron guides for the stamps. The stamps are arranged 
in batteries of five each, each battery being electrically 
driven. The tube mill plant consists of four 22 ft. 
by 5ft. 6 in. tube mills, each operated by a belt drive 
from an A. E. G. motor. The shaking tables are of the 
usual type, and are 28 in number—seven for each tube 
mill. The pulp, after passing over the amalgamating 
tables, is lifted by two 8 inch pumps to a second series

of four Stadler classifiers, the overflow from which 
passes to the cyanide works, whilst the underflow is 
returned to the tube mill circuit.

The overflow from the Stadler classifiers, just men
tioned, passes to primary and secondary Stadler classi
fiers, the final underflow from which goes to a 21 ft. 
diameter Caldecott filter table, whilst the final over
flow runs to three 21 ft. diameter Arbuckle dewater
ing cones. The dewatered products from these two 
sets of apparatus pass together to the first set of four 
mixing agitators, 8 ft. diameter by 22 ft. high, where 
they are mixed with the required quantity of strong 
cyanide solution, and then pass to a series of Way- 
Arbuckle air agitators, in which the gold dissolving 
process is carried out. These agitators are so ar
ranged that they can be used in series or in parallel 
as desired, it being possible to short-circuit any one 
tank or section of tanks as required. The combined 
sand and slime, together with the gold in solution, is 
then lifted by two 5 in. pumps to a Stadler classifier, 
the overflow from which goes to the first set of three 
21 ft. diameter Arbuckle desolutionizing cones, the un
derflow from which cones joins the underflow from 
the Stadler classifier and passes to the second set of 
four mixing agitators 8 ft. in diameter by 22 ft. high, 
where they are mixed with a weak wash cyanide solu
tion. The sludge from these agitators passes to a sec
ond series of primary and secondary Stadler classi
fiers, the final underflow from which is treated on a 
second 21 ft. diameter Caldecott filter table.

The extractor house is fitted with eight 12-com
partment steel extractor boxes and with the necessary 
motor-driven solution pumps. The solution, after 
passing through the boxes, gravitates to the strong 
solution tanks, from which it is lifted by two 5 in. 
pumps to the first set of mixing agitators. The clean
up room is fitted with the usual appliances, and is 
under the same roof as are the shaking amalgamating 
tables in order to simplify supervision. The whole 
plant has been laid out with a view to simplify joint 
administration with the plant to be ultimately erected 
by the Apex Mines (gold section), and at the same 
time in such a way as to permit any unit of either 
plant to be enlarged to any extent that future devel
opments may render Accessary.

CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE — WESTERN 
BRANCH.

Eleventh General Meeting.
The eleventh general meeting of the Western Branch 

of the Canadian Mining Institute was opened at New 
Denver, Slocan Lake, B.C., on Wednesday evening, 
September 13, Mr. Robert Hedley, of Vancouver, B.C., 
chairman of the Branch, presided, and among those 
present were the following : Wm. Fleet Robertson, 
provincial mineralogist, and E. Jacobs, branch secre
tary, Victoria ; S. S. Fowler and A. H. Gracey, Nelson; 
Thos. Kiddie, Vancouver; M. E. Purcell, superintend
ent of the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co.’s 
Centre Star group of mine, Rossland ; A. J. Becker, 
Lucky Jim mine, Slocan ; John Vallance. superintend
ent Standard mine, Slocan, and the following visiting 
members : C. E. LeRoy, of the Geological Survey, and 
Dr. A. W. G. Wilson, Cosmo T. Cartwright, and L- 
Heber Cole, all of the Mines Branch, Canada Depart
ment of Mines, Ottawa. Other visitors included M. S. 
Davys and H. M. Ridge, London, England ; W. An
derson, C.E., Vancouver; H, Nation, Bureau of 
Mines, Victoria ; A. H. Tuttle, Wilcox mine, Ymir;
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C. V. White, superintendent Slocan Star mipe, S 
don; W. A. Cameron, Richmond-Eureka mine, San don,
Thomas Avison, Alamo mine; J. C. Moen, Shannon nune; S. A. Griffith, Eastmont mine EcL Shannon,
Enterprise mine ; T. J. Lloyd, Van JIoi ’Hughes 
Smith, Surprise mine; Julius ^olffi M0 Standard 
mme; Geo. H. Ayland, general ™a°agrTflrrv Johns, 
Silver-Lead Mining Co., Silverton ; Cap • ^ Richards, 
Wellington group mines, Boundary, ■ Wa ener? 
and 0. Jeldness, Spokane, Wash,, do. fffl.Butte; Mont. A. Lakes, Jr., Denver C<^"’G% 
Hunter, M.P.P., Silverton; Wm. Thom*hpn ’W p. 
Webster, A. E. Ritchie, Colin J. Campb ^ Eugene 
White, formerly superintendent of 
mine, East Kootenay, and about 30 oM ■ ovement 

On behalf of the New Denver Town ^mp welcome 
Society, Mr. J. C. Harris read an add w Hun„
to the visitors, and lie was followed . ■ • -torster, M.P.P., who also heartily welcomed the visu 
The chairman replied briefly m acknowledge 
and then delivered an address.

Chairman’s Address. -«ted the
The chairman, Mr. Hedley, ^f^elsnf Harrjs and 

Town Improvement Society and M N Denver and
Hunter on behalf of the residents ot l tioned the
district for their cordial welcome, always at-
natural beauty of the district, wa*c. 1398. and then 
tracted him since his first visit to. i_ 1 ’tjie public 
referred to two items of general in e ■ the Nel- 
tvhich had been published the previo 0£ a new
son Daily News. One of these was afncarbonate of lead 
find of an apparently large body which had
on Deen Creek, Nelson mining di J w to it the 
been sufficiently opened by its owners qmeRing Co., 
attention of the Consolidated Mining a atjon made 
of Canada, Ltd. The other was the mtoi ^ sueceed„
Public to the effect that A. Gordon b corn
ed at his small plant in Nelson m , grst r0asts
Pi ex zinc ores of the country. Mr- . - q£ a chemical 
the ore, then dissolves the zinc oy,al hy electro- 
reagent, recovers the zinc in metallic silver. He 
lysis, and smelts the residue for lea , and hoped 
(the speaker) wished Mr. French Got - I . ’zin6 reduc- 
he would make a commercial success benefit to
tion process, which would be of mes
the country. Mining Institute en-He next said: “The Canadian Mmmg *societies of 
joys a high standing among the tecl™ CTnized as em- 
the world, and our Transactions are = experience 
bodying material that is the result o . things, 
of men of brains and capacity • ment in all
Among our members are men ot , industries
branches of the mining and metaiiu g . g tlieir 
and research, and they do not hesi a Institute,
best efforts toward the advancemem jn addi-
Our facilities in Canada are second 0 improving 
tion to the well equipped and C®I1S m‘ent, and of 
testing plants of the Dominion Got , plants at
McGill and Kingston, we have metelkrg £ c _ and 
Sudbury, Ontario ; at Trail, and Bou - „ ’ efgciency. 
elsewhere, which stand in the front ra ^ Hugh 
I was much impressed the other day pentral Min- 
E. Marriott, consulting engineer 0 g that he
in g and Investment Company of ljon^ ’Montreal, to 
had arranged with McGill Lmversn , . Surgical de- 
complete certain research work m its m 
Partment. . , , were asked to

“At the last meeting of this branc 1 -E s asking 
approach the Provincial Department ot

that it take further steps toward assisting in opening 
our vast unknown fields, by sending capable engineers 
to observe the geological structure to the end that 
the Government might advise prospectors of favour
able conditions. This did not seem to arouse much in
terest, and was disposed of without discussion. It 
seems to me there is a much better field in which the 
Institute might endeavour to improve the conditions of 
the mining industry of the province, and that is the 
field of company promoting for mining enterprises. In 
this we could well ask the co-operation of the Pro
vincial Government.

“Why is it that the general public — the cautious 
public — shies at a mining proposition? Why has 
mining enterprise fallen into disrepute ? You and I 
know it is not for lack of opportunity to select judi
ciously and operate a mining property that will make 
good.

“About 18 months ago, Mr. Thomas Kiddie told the 
Vancouver Canadian Club, when addressing a large 
meeting of that organization, what a very small pro
portion of the money subscribed for mining was used 
for actual mining operations. The long-suffering pub
lic has been asked lately to subscribe to many schemes 
that from their inception were impossible of success, 
and impossible from either crass ignorance or deliber
ate and premeditated dishonesty. Often both these 
combine to fleece our investing public. Now, can you in 
some measure protect the public. They must, of 
course, take some chances.

“Mining enterprises that start as prospects can
not be sure of success, but they can be protected 
against that class of investment that is from the start 
absolutely sure of failure. Most of us can recall one 
instance, perhaps many instances, of company promo
tion that was predestined to failure from one or more 
of the following reasons : (1) The prospect gave but 
little reason to hope that it ever could yield commercial 
ore. (2) The proposed distribution of the capital was 
such that there was no chance for the sufficient devel
opment of the property. (3) The management of the 
company’s affairs was placed in grossly incompetent 
hands. (4) Often it has been the case with a property 
of some merit, that large blocks of promoters’ shares 
were issued and a small block sold to raise working 
capital. This might have been sold at 25 cents a share 
with the expectation that when needed further capital 
could be raised by selling another block at a higher 
figure. Before that became necessary, however, the 
promoters’ shares might have been offered for what 
they would bring, and the market consequently so de
moralized that treasury sales became unsaleable.

“It should, I think, be made a misdemeanour to (1) 
promote a company to operate a mine that has little 

, if any reason to hope for commercial ore ; (2) to so 
distribute the capitalization that the treasury is inade
quately supplied; (3) to place the management in 
grossly incompetent hands ; (4) to sell promoters’ 
shares before the property has been developed beyond 
the prospect stage.

“Surely this Institute can approach the Provincial 
Government with a view to persuading it to so legis
late so that it shall be required that all prospectuses 
shall be submitted to an advisory committee to detect 
faults, if any, that will surely lead to failure of the 
enterprise. It may not, be necessary to ask for a staff 
of Government engineers who will investigate and pass 
on the merits of the proposition, if it be required that 
the opinion of a reliable mining engineer be obtained 
before proceeding to promotion. The ideal way, of
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course, is to develop prospects to a certain point where 
there is a fair chance of making good, by a syndicate 
or a development company. Mr. Marriott, when com
menting on the fact that there are so few mining pro
perties sufficiently developed to attract his company, 
said : ‘What you need here is a few good development 
companies.’ ”

After a few further observations by Mr. Hedley, a 
discussion ensued, in which Mr. H. M. Ridge (who 
gave the meeting information relative to some of the 
disadvantages that had followed the passing in Great 
Britain of laws intended for the protection of the pub
lic from abuses in connection with company promo
tion), and Messrs. Kiddie, W. F. Robertson, E. Jacobs, 
and others.

Reading of Papers.
Papers were read, as under :
1. “Early Slocan Days,’’ by Prof. J. C. Gwillim, 

School of Mining, Kingston, Ontario.
2. “Notes on Minerals Found in Slocan District,” 

by Wm. Thomlinson, New Denver, B.C.
3. “Notes on Geology and Ore Deposits of the Slo

can,” by O. E. LeRoy, of the Geological Survey of 
Canada.

4. “Costs and Cost Conditions at the Blue Bell Mine, 
Kootenay Lake,” by S. S. Fowler, Riondel, B.C.

5. “The Lucky Jim Zinc Mine, Slocan, B.C.,” by A. 
J. Becker, superintendent.

There was also some discussion on the present posi
tion of the zinc ore reduction question in British Col
umbia, in connection with which reference was made 
to W. R. Ingalls’ paper on “The Problem of Mixed 
Sulphide Ores.”

ROTARY CONVERTERS FOR MINING SERVICE.
Rotary converters are being used in many coal and 

metal mines. Direct current is necessary for the 
operation of mining locomotives because alternating 
current motors cannot satisfy the speed and space re
quirements. Alternating current is used for the trans
mission of the energy from the steam or hydro-elec-

f‘6 i

„

454/Z

trie generating stations to the mines, and the rotary 
converter is the logical machine for efficiently con
verting the alternating to direct current at the point 
where the energy is to be used.

Several public service companies in both Pennsyl
vania and in Colorado are making a specialty of sup
plying mines with alternating current energy and are 
developing excellent mining loads. The larger min

ing companies find it economical to establish steam 
or hydraulic generating stations at points where ener
gy can be generated cheaply and to transmit it as 
high tension alternating current to the mine or group 
of mines where it is utilized. Whether alternating 
energy is generated by a public service company or 
by the mining company, experience shows the rotary 
converter to be an efficient, reliable machine for con
verting the alternating to direct current. A nominal 
voltage of either 275 or 600 is adopted for the direct 
current distribution systems within the mines.

A good example of a mining plant rotary converter 
installation is shown in fig. 1, which is a view of the 
substation at Mine No. 22 of the Consolidated Coal 
Company of Pennsylvania. This station received en
ergy as alternating current at 2,300 volts, three- 
phase, 60 cycles. The pressure is stepped to 158 volts 
for the alternating side of the Westinghouse 150 k.w. 
rotary, and is delivered therefrom as direct current 
at 275 volts. A standard Westinghouse black marine 
finished switchboard, carrying the usual switch gear 
and instruments, controls the incoming alternating 
current line, the rotary converter, and the outgoing 
direct current feeders, which radiate to different parts 
of the property.

In large mines it is sometimes expedient to locate 
rotary converter substations underground near the 
centre of the area that they serve. Such an under
ground substation of the Consolidated Coal Company 
is shown in fig. 2. The room forming the station is 
lined with brick, which is waterproofed on the out
side, and the roof is arched so that it will drain and 
that dripping water cannot damage the apparatus. 
The incoming lines to this station are alternating cur
rent, 2,300 volts, three-phase, 60 cycles, and the 150 
k.w. rotary converter delivers direct current at 275 
volts. The transformers stepping down from the al
ternating transmission voltage of 2,300 to the alter
nating rotary voltage of 158 are located in the sub
station. (See fig. 2). A pipe frame work arranged 
over the high tension transformers supports the high 
tension bus-bars. A two-panel black marine finished 
switchboard carries the equipment for metering and

Fig. 2
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controlling the incoming and outgoing lines, the 
transformers, and the rotaries.

Armored lead-covered cables are generally used to 
convey the high voltage energy to an underground 
substation in a mine. The cable is usually carried 
down a bore-hole rather than through the workings, 
so that the chance of injury from falling rock and 
from interference will be minimized.
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Turbine Driven Centrifugal Mining Pumps.
rr'1 11 oinrnlo pri’

For keeping mines free from water an turbine- 
ing hydraulic power for placer rainin®’ ,nTiment is 
driven centifugal pump in its present < ®. -ons 0f 
peculiarly applicable. The very small con„
such sets would commend their use w ici P 
ditions are important without very “eeP etnrted up their other virtues. Turbine pumps can be :starwaup
at any time from a cold condition an by the
operate for an indefinite time until s PP unfa- 
simple closing of the throttle valve. , pump
miliar with the modern turbine and cen , st -n„ 
the power and speed of these machines

lbs. The small size and simple construction is in strik
ing contrast to the great weight of a reciprocating
pump for the same service.

As a means of propulsion for centrifugals no ma
chine has yet been devised which fills the bill as sat
isfactorily as the small steam turbine. Because of its 
superior range of speed it is possible to get a unit of 
much smaller diameter than would be necessary in a 
larger pump driven by a reciprocating engine. The 
accompanying cuts show its extreme simplicity ; there 
is but a single row of buckets on the rotor. This sin
gle-stage feature reduces complications, but in order 
' I ” —J ~u-n v'" T.r,r-moi tha steam in the course

credible.

__ vi : '

T ■-

STEAM TURBINE CO- 
ORD. CONN..U.S A.

For example, the larger illustration shows a Jeaoej 
ville 5-stage centrifugal pump driven are
by a single-stage Terry steam turbine. T . length, 
about 48 inches in height and not over • min- 
^ct have a capacity of 1,000 gallons ot w 270
ute against an average discharge press

of its expansion is made to traverse the buckets sev
eral times, each time being redirected into the wheel 
through return passages in the casing. The wheel 
thus receives energy in successive stages and there
fore the periphiral speeds are much lower than would 
be the case if the steam impinged on the wheel but once.
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INTERNATIONAL COAL AND COKE CO., LTD.

The colliery of the International Coal and Coke Co., 
Limited, is situated at Coleman, southwestern Alberta. 
The head office of the company is in Spokane, Wash
ington, U.S.A.

The annual meeting of the company is held on the 
fourth Thursday in March in each year. The printed 
“Seventh Annual Report of the Directors” to the 
shareholders in the company, however, was not circu
lated until the latter half of August, ultimo. It should 
be noted, therefore, that the period covered by the ap
pended report and balance sheet was the calendar 
year 1910, so that the information given below relates 
to an earlier time than that during which the strike 
of coal miners and other employees of the various 
coal-mining organizations comprising the Western Coal 
Operators’ Association was in progress, which strike 
took effect as from March 31, 1911, since which date 
there has not been any production of coal or coke at 
the company’s colliery at Coleman, though the pay
ment of the quarterly dividend has been continued, 
the same having been made out of accumulated funds. 

The report and balance sheet follow :

Directors’ Report—
“The net profits for the year, after paying all oper

ating expenses at head office and mine, amount to $300,- 
097.02, which sum has been derived from the various 
departments of the company’s business, including the 
sale of coal and coke, receipts on account of lots sold 
from the company’s townsite, and returns from rent
als, water and electric light.

“On the 1st of February, May, August, and Novem
ber, a dividend of iy2 per cent, was paid, aggregating 
$180,000, and, as will be seen by reference to the ac
companying balance sheet, the handsome sum of $120,- 
097.02 was carried to surplus account for the year.

“The total amount of the payroll for 1910 was 
$567,974.99 ; average number of men employed, 524; 
days worked, 280. During the year there were addi
tions made to coal lands, plant and equipment (expen
diture under this head being $71,958.10) all of which 
were deemed necessary in the company’s best interest 
and approved by the board.”

The balance sheet as at December 31, 1910, is as 
under:

Liabilities.

Capital — authorized and issued ........................... $3,000,000.00
Dominion Government — Balance of 

royalty on coal mined between 
1903 and 1909, payable at $3,000
per month ................................................................

Accounts payable — Sundry .......... $ 19,362.96
December payroll, payable Jan. 14,

1911 ........................................................ 49,347.81
Unclaimed dividends ............................ 882.36

Reserve for Contingencies.....................................

Surplus—

As shown December 31, 1909 .. .$634,595.93 
Less items chargeable against 1908 5,018.19

$629,577.74

Net profits earned
during 1910.............$300,097.02

Less dividends paid
during 1910 ............. 180,000.00

--------------- 120,097.02
--------------- 749,674.76

$3,916,736.02
Assets.

Coal lands ............    $3,103,214.31
Plant, dwellings, horses, etc............................. 606,295.41
Warehouse stock ................................................. 45,098.08
Accounts receivable .......................................... 119,447.53
Stocks of coal and coke ................................ 3,572.32
Unexpired insurance .......................................... 3,679.53
Timber rights ....................................................... 4,304.82
Cash on hand and in bank ............................. 31,124.02

$3,916,736.02

WESTERN BRANCH C. M. I. MEETINGO 

The Lead Bounty Situation.

The following figures obtained by E. Jacobs for sub
mission to the recent meeting of the Western Branch 
of the C. M. I., at New Denver, B.C., show the bal
ance unexpended as at July 1, 1911, of the amount of 
$2,500,000 originally voted for the payment of a 
bounty on lead mined in Canada :
Total expenditure (under old Act) for

period ended June 30, 1908 .................$ 700,390.04
Expenditure during fiscal year ended

March 31, 1909 ................................... 274,447.50
Expenditure during fiscal year ended

March 31, 1910 ................................... 343,099.08
Expenditure during fiscal year ended

March 31, 1911 ..................................... 249,370.38
Expenditure during three months ended 

June 30, 1911 ........................................... 49,713.32

Total paid as bounty on lead ......... $1,617,020.32
Add amount appropriated for zinc ore

reduction experiments, etc................ 50,000.00

$1,667,020.32
Balance available as at July 1, 1911.. 832,979.68

Total amount voted ............................$2,500,000.00

On Thursday morning, September 14, about 20 mem
bers and visitors were conveyed in gasoline launches 
from New Denver down Slocan Lake to Silverton, and 
driven thence to the Standard silver-lead-zinc mine 
(Note—This mine was described in the Canadian Min
ing Journal of Dec. 15, 1910). The very large body 
of clean galena exposed on No. 5 level of the mine ex
cited much interest among the visitors, the greater 
number of whom also went into the intermediate and 
No. 4 levels, and afterwards into No. 6. The last is in 
about 2,000 feet from the portal and is just entering 
the downward extension of the big oreshoot opened in 
No. 5, below which it is 190 feet, vertical depth.

After having been hospitably entertained at lunch
eon by Mr. Geo. H. Aylard, general manager of the 
Standard Silver-lead Mining Company, the visitors

58,019.97

69,593.13
39,448.1b
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next went to the Wakefield concentra g jjewitt- 
ated by the Silverton Mines, Ltd., own ® tjie m0un- 
Lorna Doone mines, distant about a mi Van-Roi
tain. Then the new concentrating nu company’s
Mining Company, Ltd., was inspecte , lowing the 
resident superintendent, Mr. Douglas meilts were 
visitors through the works. Here re g ma(je
liberally served, and then the return 1 P

In the evening, after dinner, a smoking concert, 
given by the citizens of New Denver in honour of the 
visitors, was held, and this was numerously attended 
and a very enjoyable evening spent.

Next day the visitors dispersed in various directions, 
and the New Denver meeting, which had proved one 
of the most enjoyable and successful the Western 
Branch has held, was a thing of the past.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE
ONTARIO.

Cobalt and Gowganda.
Probably the best strike yet made on the No\a S 

that reported a few days ago, when No. 1 , three
tered 50 feet below the first level. The vein s ^
inches of calcite, smaltite, and silver that runs ̂  values
to the ton. At the 100-foot level on this vei g 
w®re obtained, the ore assaying 13,000 ounces.

The report of the returns to the Ontario f tbe
Mines, recently issued, shows that the silver Pr01 U(' .
Province, of which 95 per cent, comes fJ°™ C"ig amount 
231,969 ounces in the first six months ot • the gilver 

valued at $7,644,200. The increase m value 0 
Produced in the first half of 1910 is over $l,30U,uuu. 
ments consisted of 7,733 tons of ore and 4,380 tons 
trates, while in addition, 1,302,699 ounces of bulll°n those 
Ped. Although shipments this year have been much 
of 1910 in tonnage, the higher value of the ore sh.pped^and 

the increased amount of concentrates, has brouc ,
values up to a sum exceeding that of last year s . 2
lu the six months Gowganda shipped 110 tons 0 ^Qng
tons of concentrates, while South Lorrain s 1PP®
°f ore, the whole containing 430,540 ounces of si 1er. _

The quarterly report of the Beaver Consolidated ^^ ^uring 
^ed, shows that there is cash on hand or $ > „„+Knc
the three months ending August 31, drifting, cros >
sinking, and raising to the extent of 1,102 ee ^ bw0
Plished. Eight cars of ore were shipped by the comp . >

°f them of high grade.
There is a possibility that the Alexandra mine wl11 re ^ 

operations. Mr. E. W. Beidler, of Buffalo, is at Pre9e“ wag 
eamp looking over the property, where the mam s 
sunk to 200 feet before work ceased. e

Shipments of ore for the week ending September ^
noteworthy because of the falling off from the averag 
had been maintained for several weeks previous, on y 
being despatched from the camp by eight mines, tota mg ^ 
120 pounds. Several bullion shipments were ma ® 1 ^
^veek. Two consignments of bars were made by t e , ,
°ue of 47 bars, worth $26,366, and one of 43 bars, v*u 
$23,615. The O’Brien shipped 18 bars worth $8,773, th 
"mud 2 bars worth $681, the Wettlaufer 1 bar of 22 P ’ 
valued at $160, and the Nova Scotia shipped 22 bars, 
at $17,500.

For the week ending September 15th the ore shipments were 
the second highest of any week this year, over 600 ton 
jng the camp. There were 663.67 tons in the 20 cars shipp , 
McKinley-Darragh leading with 4 cars of high grade.
towing are the figures for the week:—

6 Tons.

McKinley-Darragh,  ................................^
R°Se’ I] ................................................... * 61*57

Drummond, 21...........
City of Cobalt, lh ...
Trethewey, 2h............
Cobalt Townsite, lh
O ’Brien, lh ................
Chambers-Ferland, lh 
Temiskaming, lh .. .
Cobalt Lake, 1L.........
Kerr Lake, lh ...........
Buffalo, lh ..................

60.00
53.00
50.40
50.26
32.00
32.00
31.11
31.00
30.31
23.20

Bullion shipments were made during the week by the Nipis- 
sing, which sent out 36 bars, valued at $20,550; and by the 
Buffalo, which sent out 8 bars, worth $4,844.27.

Shipments for the month of August were the heaviest of any 
month this year, exceeding those of any other month by over 
500 tons and those of July by almost 1,000 tons. Eighteen 
mines shipped a total of 86 cars during the month, 55 of these 
being of high grade, the shipments amounting to 5,426,934 
pounds.

West Shining Tree, about 40 miles northwest of Gowganda, 
is the centre of the latest rush of gold seekers. It is reached 
either by rail and canoe from Sudbury, or by trail from Elk 
Lake and Gowganda. The Gosselin claims, whose rich de
posits started the stampede, are located in Churchill township. 
They were sold a few days ago for $300,000, it is reported. 
In addition to Churchill, the townships of McMurchy, As 
quith, and Fawcette are practically all staked up, and many 
prospectors are going in daily. It is said that representatives 
of the big Dome interests are in the district looking for pro
mising claims. Inside of a week or so the C. N. R. will have 
its extension within about 15 miles of the district.

On the Moosehorn property, in James township, a rich min
eral deposit has been uncovered in the course of trenching 
operations. Samples taken of the vein have been sent away 
to be assayed, and as yet the actual value of the find is not 
known, but it is considered rich by the official of the com
pany.

Porcupine and Swastika.

Cody Township is coming to the fore with the reported dis
covery of free gold on a property being worked under the 
direction of A. J. Bouzan, son of the manager of the La Palme 
property. The belt of schist in which the quartz is found is 
20 feet wide. Assays ran from $4 to $30.40 per ton.

While stripping and trenching at the Rea property, what is 
thought to be a continuation of the main vein was struck a 
few days since. The vein is 60 feet in width and pans gold 
freely. Underground work is progressing rapidly.

Although little is heard of the district near Matheson, yet 
considerable development work is being carried on in Munro 
Township. Several companies have shafts down 100 feet or 
more, and on the Porcupine Townsite Mining Company’s pro-
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perty a 4-foot quartz vein has been uncovered, from which 
samples assayed $20 to the ton.

The end of the present month will see the new plant at 
tho Swastika mine in running order. The five-stamp mill now 
in operation will be used as a test mill, but no plans have yet 
been formulated for the erection of a large mil. Last week 
connections were made with the raise from the 100-foot level 
to the surface. This new opening will constitute the main 
shafe, as the shaft that has been in use for some months past 
has proven too small. Mr. M. W. Summerhayes, manager of 
this property for the past three months, has resigned, and Mr. 
E. B. Lamb, consulting engineer of the mine, is in charge at 
present.

The new plant for the West Dome is almost completely in
stalled and every effort is being expended in getting camp 
buildings completed. The boilers for the Dome Extension, two 
locomotive type portables of 80 horsepower each, have reached 
the property and are being erected. The new compressor is 
already in position. At the Dome the greatest activity pre
vails, hundreds of men being engaged in the construction of 
the various buildings on the property. Two diamond drills 
are working and large gangs are engaged in surface work.

Three hundred thousand dollars was the sum paid the 
Sutherland Brothers, of Toronto, for their two claims in Bris
tol Township, staked during the early days of the rush in June.

Development work on the Thompson, Yates, and Jowsey- 
Woods claims in that township continues with excellent re
sults.

What is considered by many a most important development 
in the Porcupine field is the fact that at a depth of between 
650 and 700 feet free gold was found by a core drill at the 
Pearl Lake property. The free gold was found in both the 
quartz and schist stringers. The vein encountered at this 
depth is thought to be an extension of the Dixon-Mclntyre 
vein. Two shafts are being worked on the property just now, 
both being over 100 feet down. A 12-drill compressor and 
large motor are being installed and as soon as in running or
der, more drills will be set at work below.

Eight drills are at present working underground on the Mc
Intyre, and this number will be increased as soon as more 
machines can be secured. Developments underground are quite 
extensive and good ore is being mined in several of the shafts, 
which have reached the 100-foot level.

A general assay of $20.10 has been obtained from the samp
ling of No. 3 vein at the Yipond. Cross-cutting showed 16 
feet of ore from which the samples were taken, but the south 
wall of the vein had not been reached. This vein was first 
reached by cross-cutting the day before the big fire, and at 
the 100-foot level it is much wider than when first encountered.

GENERAL MINING NEWS.
NOVA SCOTIA.

(Special to the Canadian Mining Journal.)

Halifax, Sept. 20.—Representations are to be made to the 
Provincial Government by local mining men with a view to 
organizing a Royal Commission to report upon the gold mines 
of the province. Although the Government has not yet been 
approached it is believed that the proposal will not be looked 
upon unfavourably. It is recognized by all that some steps 
must be taken in this direction if only to set matters right in 
the eyes of the public. The strong investor is needed very 
badly, and he will not come until he knows more about the 
mines. The Report of a Royal Commission would arouse in
terest at once. It could be made absolutely clear and authori
tative. There is really nothing to be hid.

Just so long as the present policy of inertia prevails, just 
so long will the gild mines stand idle.

Three Toronto investors have recently been looking round " 
the Province, but no news has been made public.

ONTARIO.

Cobalt.—Two drills have been started to sink the main shaft 
of the Temiskaming mine to a further depth from the 575-foot 
level and at the present time the shaft is now down between 
590 and 600 feet. It will be continued to a depth of 650 feet, 
where the eighth mine level will be cut and all the veins 
drifted upon at this depth, which will be the deepest by over 
75 feet ever atempted by a mine in the Cobalt camp.

Porcupine, Sept. 19.—A new mark for depth in the camp was 
set Saturday, when the drill penetrated 800 feet at the Pearl 
Lake Gold Mines, cutting through 60 feet, carrying gold in 
vein matter of schist and quartz. The drill ran down on an 
angle, and it is believed the Dixon vein, on the McIntyre, to 
the south, is encountered.

The drill on the “A” vein reached 350 feet yesterday, 
bringing up free gold in 25 feet of quartz. Consulting Engi

neer Lamb reports the new mark as showing mineral all the 
way down. Hretofore the Dome at 700 feet of drilling held 
the record for depth.

ALBERTA.

Calgary, Alta., Sept. 17.—The Trades and Labour Congress 
of Canada concluded its business and adjourned till next year, 
when the meeting will be held in Guelph. The time of the 
session was occupied with a consideration of the various re
ports of committees, and there was an acrimonious discussion 
on several topics, chief of which was the future relations of 
the Congress with the Social and Moral Reform League. After 
a heated discussion in which the western members bitterly 
opposed the grant of $50 to the League, the motion to make 
the grant, and also the give the support of the Congress to 
the Moral and Sociay Reform League, was carried after an 
amendment to discontinue affiliation with the League had been 
defeated.

Resolution 64 was considered next. This was a motion by 
Delegate Hooper of, Winnipeg, to incorporate in the platform 
of the labour movement the principle of the abolition of the 
wage system. In a rather long speech, for which he was grant
ed extra time, Delegate Hooper advocated his resolution from 
the standpoint of the Socialist party of Canada. “They were 
all opposed,’’ he said, “to capital,” which he dedfined as the 
“right to exploit labour.”

Another resolution advocating the incorporation ini their 
platform of the principles of collective ownership and the 
democratic control of land and capital, was spoken to by st>* 
eral members, but the committee’s report recommending non- 
concurrence was also endorsed by the assembly.

Section 13 of the officers’ report, which was held over f°r 
discussion, was proceeded with. This section had reference 
to the condition of the miners in the present strike in the 
Crow’s Nest Pass and at the invitation of the convention the
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■p iVip strikô andDemie delegate detailed the history oi Gordon re
plained why the miners had refused to accep th@ faet
port. The main reason for their rejection o 1 ^ worker
faet that it recommended an increase to piece work,
which had to be paid by the miner who was pai ^ He
and who had to pay the day wage man who *** ize the opera- 
said that when they refused to consider 0 haa wired
tion of the Lemieux Act, the Minister o ^ investigate
them a royal commission would be sent own^ ^ r0yai com- 
and make a report. The miners did not wa” were made 
mission because the appointments to sue a ^ one> but 
politically, and their grievance was not a P° 1 rned with 
was one of wages, and they did not wis
politicians. , TT ...i Mine Work-

President Powell, of District 18 of t e ni ^ g {or 
ers, made a short speech in which he t an e an(1 for the
the kindness they had shown the mining 6 e" 
grant of $300.

BRITISH COLUMBIA. ,.
_ 4. M C. Williams,

Hope, B.C., Sept: 19.—During the past we

M.E., of Hope, B.C., has just concluded a deal which involves 
a transaction of $100,000. It includes the sale of three groups 
of claims owned by Andrew Larson & Co., of Vancouver, and 
Frank Fritz & Co., of Grand Rapids, Mich.

Williams’ property has been sold by Mr. Williams to Charles 
F. Solderling, of Spokane, who will call the new mining camp, 
23-Mile camp. It is located within easy reach of Hope.

Coalmont, Sept. 18.—A. S. Williamson, of Williamson & 
Turner, agents for Coalmont Townsite, arrived in town from 
Vancouver. He is sepnding a few days making an inspection 
of the Columbia Coal & Coke Company’s properties here and 
is more than surprised at the great amount of work which has 
been done by the company in so short a time.

George L. Fraser, general manager for the coal company, has 
been absent in Chicago and eastern cities for the past 30 days, 
where he has been completing the final arrangements for the 
installation of the company’s plant with Messrs. Roberts & 
Schaffer, of Chicago. While in the east Mr. Fraser has also 
visited some of the largest coal mines in Pennsylvania.

COMPANY NOTES
CANADA IRON CORPORATION.

The Canada Iron Corporation, of which Mr. 1- J' 
tnond is president, has just issued its annual repor 
year ending May 31st.

Although some of the plants are undergoing 1 onstri c ' 
aiid are not up to full working capacity, earnings we &

The profits for the year were $401,885, and the bond 

$175,200, leaving $226,685.
There were minor charges of $16,305, and the y 

P'us added to the balance last year of $149,4..' mai e ’
°f undivided profits carried forward. The showing

Very satisfactory.
Since the close of the fiscal year the position of h

Poration has been further very materially improve' 
the acquisition of valuable assets which will 1,0 
their statements until the close of the present year.

LE ROI No. 2 AUGUST OUTPUT.

2 ts cable sent by the management of Le Roi No.

t0 London head office:—tons' of”1 N°‘ 2 ‘ ‘Josie mine report for August—Shipped 2,240 
smelt °re and 142 tons of concentrates. The receipts from 
shinned ^ $43’579 (£8,985), being payment for 2,314 tons 
centr-it’ an,d $6’364 (£1>312)> being payment for 135 tons con- 
for c 6S s“tPPed. In all $49,943 (£10,297). Estimated costs 
tion nQrnnP°ndlnff period:—Development, $9,000; ore produc- 
H-est 5n’n “lining, $1,250—$19,250 (£3,969). Boorman drift 
dwts’ tevel Advance 20 feet, which averaged 1 oz. 4
West t° an<4 5 per cent- copper over 9 ins. Rodney drift 
averao^111 crosscu*> 1)200 ft. level—Advance 20 feet, which 
feet, n dwts- Sold and 4% per cent, copper over 4
vanée gy ®y drift’ east from crosscut, 1,200 foot level—Add- 
c°pper fe6t’ whieh averaged 1 oz. gold and 3% per cent. 
27 feet °Vfer 21/- feet- Hodney raise, 1,200 foot level—Advance 
connp, ’ °f WMch 27 feet averaged 7 dwts. gold and 5% per cent, 

over 2 feet 9 inches.”

A EUROPEAN VIEW OF ZINC MARKET.

An interesting review of the position of the zinc market, 
in whieh both England and Germany are about equally inter
ested, appeared last month in the * ‘ Frankfurter Zeitung” 
apropos of the recent advances in the price of the metal. 
During August, according to this account, the price of crude 
zinc has been raised no less than four times, aggregating a 
total advance of M3 % per 100 kilos for the month. The rise 
was grmly based on the strong and well-sustained demand for 
zi,nc by consumers and the reduction of stocks which took 
place. Production did not keep pace with the extensive con
sumption. It was free to the zinc foundries this year to in
crease their output as much as they pleased; but though the 
statistics show that an increase of output took place, it was 
not in proportion with the advance in consumption, and the 
stocks at the foundries went back to a minimum. They could 
not supply the quantities for which orders were received in 
July and August, and the Zinc Foundries Union has recently 
been repeatedly in the position of only having small quanti
ties to dispose of at the enhanced prices. Reviewing the 
course of operations under the Zinc Convention, which was 
agreed to in 1908, and prolonged by the Zinc Foundries Union 
to 1916, and by the International Zinc Syndicate to 1914, it 
will be found that, starting from the low level of £18 to which 
the price had fallen in 1908, an upward movement has taken 
place continuously ever since, uninterrupted by any important 
break. The London price is now at the £27 10s level, while 
at the beginning of the year it was still £24, as compared with 
a yearly average of £23 in 1910, £22 6s 8d in 1909, and £20 3s 
5Vid in 1908. During the years in which all metal prices moved 
convulsively upwards, namely 1905 and 1906, zinc averaged 
£25 6s 8d in 1909, and £20 7s 7d in the former year and £27 
ls5d in the latter. The advance of late years has been attri
buted partly to the regulating influence of the syndicate on 
prices. Germany’s consumption, calculated on the reductions 
of stocks at the foundries, has increased from 188,100 tons in 
1909 to 191,500 tons in 1910, while the export of zinc in zinc 
and brass goods increased by 100,000 tons to 479,000 tons. In 
England the consumption for 1910 was 177,800 tons, as com-
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pared with 155,500 tons in 1909, and the export of galvanized 
sheets increased by 100,000 tons to 595,000 tons. The con
sumption of the United States, which is one-third of that of 
the entire world, increased by 8,100 tons in 1910 to 245,000 
tons. In consequence of the Zinc Foundries Union putting up 
the price at the beginning of the year 1910 to M47.25 per 
100 kilos for ordinary brands, whereas it now demands M54.50, 
the prices for zinc goods also rose, and, above all, for galvan
ized sheets. These cost at the beginning of the present year 
M57.35 to M59.36 per 100 kilos. In consequence of the action

of the German Zinc Rolling Mills Union the price now stands 
(end of August) at M62.35 to M64.35 at foundry station, ac
cording to quantity of goods ordered. As in spite of the high 
prices the inquiry for zinc finished goods is said to be active, 
the consumers of the raw metal ought to give expression to a 
strong demand in the near future. The Zinc Foundries Union 
will in any case do its best not to give an impetus to the price 
movement, but will pursue a policy suited to the conditions of 
the market, in order to hinder to the best of its ability any 
slump on the eventuality of consumption falling off.

STATISTICS AND RETURNS
DOMINION COAL OUTPUT FOR AUGUST.

The Dominion Coal Company’s August record of 415,000 tons 
was 22,000 tons better than any former year.

In previous years June and July were the months when big 
shipments were made, as the following best month’s shipments 
in the years specified will show:

September, 1902 ......................................... 313,000
July, 1903 ................................................... 273,000
June, 1904 ................................................. 346,000
July, 1905 ................................................... 342,000
June, 1906 .................................................  362,000
June, 1907 .................................................... 386,000
July, 1908 ................................................... 391,000
June, 1909 .................................................. 393,000
September, 1910 ......................................... 369,000
August, 1911 .............................................. 415,000

The reduction in the coal duty under reciprocity would prove 
a serious handicap to the company, and if the duty is lowered 
last month’s record will stand unbeaten.

NOVA SCOTIA COAL OUTPUTS.

Nova Scotia Steel & Coal Co., Ltd.
Shipments, August, 1911 ................................................ 79,010
Shipments, August, 1910 ................................................ 100,364

Decrease, August, 1911 .... 1................................. 21,354

Shipments, 8 months, 1911 ............................................ 419,461
Shipments, 8 months, 1910 ............................................ 514,415

Decrease, 8 months, 1911 .................................. .. 94,954

Acadia Coal Company.

Shipments, August, 1911 ................................................ 32,902
Shipments, August, 1910 ................................................ 25,360

Increase, August, 1911 ............................................. 7,542

Shipments, 8 months, 1911 ............................................. 253,519
Shipments, 8 months, 1910 ............................................ 168,545

Increase, 8 months, 1911 ....................................... 84,974

Intercolonial Coal Company.
Shipments, August, 1911 ................................................ 20,102
Shipments, August, 1910 ................................................ 21,380

Decrease, August, 1911 ............................................. 1,278

Shipments, 8 months, 1911 ............................................ 166,188
Shipments, 8 months, 1910 ............................................ 164,038

Increase, 8 months, 1911 ...................................... 2,150

Inverness Railway & Coal Co.

Shipments, August, 1911 ................................................ 23,145
Shipments, August, 1910 ................................................ 25,597

Decrease, August, 1911   2,452

Shipments, 8 months, 1911 ............................................ 175,267
Shipments, 8 months, 1910 ............................................ 171,502

Increase, 8 months, 1911 ........................................ 3,765

COBALT ORE SHIPMENTS.
Following are the shipments from the Cobalt camp for the 

week ending Sept. 15, and those from Jan. 1, 1911, to date:
Sept. 15. Since Jan. 1.

Badger......................................
Ore in lbs. Ore in lbs. 

55,200 
40,000

Barber ...................................... 6,000
Beaver ...................................... 1,340,673
Buffalo.................................... 46,410 1,907,414
Chambers-Ferland ................ 64,060 1,023,000
City of Cobalt.......................... . . 106,000 663,980
Cobalt Lake............................. 62,000 2,879,506
Cobalt Townsite.................... .. 100,520 819,800
Colonial ................................... 135,410
Coniagas................................ . . 123,150 2,995,293
Crown Reserve ...................... 1,791,680
Drummond............................... .. 120,000 410,000
Green-Meehan......................... 60,000
Hargraves................................ 161,100
Hudson Bay.......................... 1,066,340
Kerr Lake............................... 60,620 1,927,709
King Edward......................... 40,000
La Rose.................................... . . 148,780 5,164,208
MclCinl ey-Darragh............... .. 270,330 4,602,509
Nipissing.................................. 4,406,338
O’Brien .................................... 64,010 1,072,898
O’Brien, M. J........................... 47,000
Peterson Lake, Little Nip. ... 58,420
Provincial ................................ 151,950
Right of Way......................... 950,915
Silver Cliff............................... 106,680
Standard .................................. 102,813
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62,220
100,800

1,244,112
935,220
117,232

Temiskaming...........................
Trethewey................................
Wettlaufer............................................ 664 tons.1 ooe 840 lbs., or oui

The shipments for the week were l,u 1 283,419 lbs.,
The shipments from Jan. 1 to Sept. 15 were , 

or 18,141 tons.

COBALT ORE SHIPMENTS.
,, Pnbalt camp AUA

Following are the shipments from t e 1 1911, to
week ending September 22, and those from
date: „„

Sept. 22.
Ore in lbs.

Unnamed ... 
Other mines

Total ..

509

9,459

Slocan-Kootenay Shipments.
milled.......................... 420

Badger ................................................................
Bailey...............................................................
Barber...............................................................
Beaver..............................................................
Buffalo............................................... 60,860

Chambers-Ferland..........................................
City of Cobalt................................................
Cobalt Lake................................... 60,640

Since Jan. 1. 
Ore in lbs. 

55,200 
40,000 

6,000 
1,340,673 
1,968,274 
1,023,000 

663,980

St. Eugene,
Knob Hill ..........
Emerald..............
Sullivan ..........
Arlington...........
Granite-Poorman,
Nugget, milled .
Van Roi, milled 
Queen, milled ..
Molly Gibson, milled....................... 300
Other mines....................................................

milledd

236
35 

744
36 

250 
110 
800 
420

Total 3,351

3,052
650,313

892,920

19,776
3,277
1,396

13,150
65

9,010
3,960

26,649
14,910

2,400
9,508

104,101

B. C. Copper Company’s Receipts.

Cobalt Townsite.....................
Colonial ....................................
Coniagas ...................................
Crown Reserve...............
Drummond..............................
Green-Meehan.............. ...  • •
Hargraves ............................
Hudson Bay.........................
Kerr Lake...........................
King Edward.........................
La Rose .................................
McKinley .. .............................
Nipissing................................
O’Brien...................................
O’Brien, M. .........................
Peterson Lake, Little Nip.
Provincial ............................
Right of Way .................

100,520

123,150
50,800

130,000

60,870

238,480
64,250

151,070

56,980

2,940,146 Greenwood, B. C.
5,120 213,055
3,555 21,085

277 5,415
509 3,052

540,000
60,000

TJ iiliamed............. 30,133

9,461 272,740

1,066,340
1,988,579

40,000
Consolidated Company’s 

Trail, B.C.
Receipts.

3,476 139,458
36 10,274
38 349

1,072,898
a 7 non

30 303Granite-Poorman .................
616 19,557

58 43d
Le .Hoi rso. .................... 236 3,277

151,950
1,007,895

1. X. ..................................................... 9
35

79
1,396

13 IRA

GOWQANDA ORE SHIPMENT. ^ the
The Canadian Mining Journal has been notifi . ent 0f 

Filler-Lake Gowganda mine has just complétée a . 4o
51,000 lbs. of high grade ore by way of Char on. ^ three 
the very bad condition of the Gowganda road 1 
^eeks to get the ore out to the railroad.

B. C. ORE SHIPMENTS.• , v Qinpan-Kootcnsiy >

The ore shipments and ore milled in t e Sept. 9th
Boundary, and Rossland districts for the week en 14j7go
totalled 17,255 tons, while the smelter receipts g ton3>
tons. The shipments for the year to date total 1, , g in
and the smelter receipts total 1,096,008 tons, 
detail are:

Sullivan 
St. Eugene . 
Arlington .. 
Other mines

Total ..

63
36

....................................... 5,319

B. C. ORE SHIPMENTS.

4,368
65

40,579

232,855

Rossland Shipments.
.... 3,476

139,458

79
I. X. L.......... ..................... 616 19,557

i n 800-Lie XL01 IN O. & 300 19,319Le Roi No. 2, milled. • • • •
Other mines .

.. 4,445
199,487

Boundary Shipments.
.. 5,120

213,055

3,555

For the first time for some years the Emma mine in the 
Boundary, once a heavy shipper to the Hall Mines smelter, 
last week appeared on the list of shipping mines, 302 tons be
ing received from the property at the B. C. Copper Company’s 
smelter at Greenwood. The shipments during the week end
ing September 2nd, totalled 17,808 tons, and the smelter re
ceipts were 15,772 tons. The totals for the year to date were 
respectively 1,159,891 tons, and 1,080,629 tons.

Slocan-Kootenay Shipments.

Richmond-Eureka
Sullivan................
St. Eugene, millef 
Rambler-Cariboo
Hewitt.................
Queen .................
Granite-Poorman, 
Nugget, milled . 
Emerald..............

31 1,633
218 12,406
420 19,356

32 1,115
31 246

420 14,490
250 8,760
110 3,850

43 1,361
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Society Girl........................ .............. 52 433
Idaho .................................... .............. 34 47
Knob Hill........................... ............. 228 3,041
Sweetgrass.......................... ............ 6 38
Molly Gibson.................... .............. 90 726
Van Roi, milled................ ............ 800 25,489
Arlington............................ 29
Other mines........................ 8,676

Total.......................... .............. 2,737 100,423

Rossland Shipments.

Centre Star ..................... , 135,982
Le Roi No. 2..................... 18,941
Le Roi No. 2, milled___ 15,500
Le Roi................................. 10,238
Other mines....................... 448

Athelston........................ .................. 295 5,138
Napoleon........................ .................. 155 ■ 6,825
Unnamed ........................ .................. 410 2,543
Emma........................... ................... 302 302

3,485

Total ..................... ...................10,009 263,279

B. C. ORE SHIPMENTS.

Another Sloean property was added to this year’s list 
producing mines last week when the Panama shipped 40 too® 
of ore to the Trail smelter. The ore shipments for the west 
ending September 16th totalled 18,243 tons, and for the yea< 
to date 1,194,076 tons. The smelter receipts for the week and 
year respectively were 13,901 tons and 1,111,262 tons.

Boundary Shipments.

Total........................................... 5,062 176,109

Boundary Shipments.

Mother Lode.................. ................. 5,240 207,935
Rawhide ......................... 17,530
Jack Pot ....................... ................. 266 19,521
Athelston........................ 5,138
Napoleon........................ .................. 155 6,825
Unnamed ........................ 2,543
Emma............................... 302
Other mines................. , 623 565

Total...................... 883,359

Consolidated Company’s Receipts.

Mother Lode ...................................... 6,930 219,985
Rawhide .............................................. 1,796 22,881
Jack Pot ........................................... 365 19,886
Athelstan ............................................ 335 5,750
Unnamed............................................. 486 3,538
Other mines..................................................... 630,691

Total........................................... 9,912 902,731

Rossland Shipments.

Centre Star ......................... .......... 3,400 142,858
Le Roi No. 2......................... ........ 506 19,447
Le Roi No. 2, milled .......... ........ 300 11,100
Le Roi....................................... .... 560 10,842
Other mines............................. 457

Total ....................................... 4,774 184,704

Trail, B.C.

Centre Star........................................ 3,904 135,982
Sullivan............................................... 218 12,406
Le Roi No. 2 ..................................... 391 18,941
Le Roi................................................. 467 10,238
Richmond-Eureka ............................ 31 1,633
St. Eugene ........................................ 31 1,633
Rambler-Cariboo .............................. 32 1,115
Hewitt................................................. 31 246
Emerald............................................... 43 1,361
Society Girl...........................   52 433
Idaho.................................................... 34 47
Queen .................................................. 420 14,490
Knob Hill........................................... 228 3,041
Sweetgrass.......................................... 6 38
Molly Gibson..................................... 90 726
Van Roi.............................................. 95 930
Arlington............................................. 13 29
Other mines..................................................... 35,155

Total.......................................... 5,763 226,937

B. C. Copper Company’s Receipts. 

Greenwood, B. C.

Mother Lode...................................... 5,240 207,935
Rawhide.............................................. 3,341 17,530
Jack Pot............................................ 266 19,521

Slocan-Kootenay Shipments.

Molly Gibson..................................... 103
Van Roi, milled................................ 800
Molly Gibson, milled ....................... 300
Panama..................................................... 40
Sullivan ............................................... 646
St. Eugene, milled........................... 420
Richmond-Eureka .............................. 122
Ruth .......................................................... 35
Rambler-Cariboo .... ......................... 92
Queen, milled..................................... 420
Granite-Poorman, milled ............... 250
Nugget, milled.................................... 110
Emerald .................................................... 88
Society Girl............................................. 24
Second Relief .................................... 46
Knob Hill................................................ 61
Other mines ....................................................

Total ......................................... 3,557

B. C. Copper Company’s Receipts.

Greenwood, B.C.

Mother Lode ...................................... 6,930
Rawhide ................................. ......... 1,796
Silver Cliff.......................................................
Standard ...........................................................

829 
27,449 

2,700 
40 

13,796 
20,196 

1,724 
420 

1,207 
15,330 
9,260 
4,070 
1,484 V 

457 
83 

3,338 
5,252

106,641

219,985
22,881

106,680
102,813
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Temiskaming . ..................... 40,320 1,284,432
Trethewey ........................ 64,960 1,000,180
Wettlaufer 117,232

The shipments for the week were 1,202,900 pounds, or 601 
°ns, against 664 tons the previous week.
The shipments from 

or 18,743 tons.
Jan. 1 to Sept. 22 were 37,486,319 lbs.,

Jack Pot . 365 19,886

Athelstan 335 5,750
Unnamed .. 486 3,538

Other mines . 10,612

Total .......... ......................... 9,912 282,652

ganese ore, its output in 1910 amounting to only 5,467 tons. 
In 1909 it was 2,768 tons. The maximum production was reach
ed in 1906, when 22,762 tons were mined.

Tine Ore.—The production of tin ore in Great Britain is 
declining. In 1884 the output was 16,117 gross tons of dressed 
ore, but in 1910 the output was only 7,562 tons. In the ten 
years from 1873 to 1882 the average production was 14,114 
tons; 1883 to 1892, 14,429 tons; 1893 to 1902, 8,741 tons; and 
from 1903 to 1910 it was about 7,500 tons.

Zinc Ore.—The production of zinc ore is also declining. In 
1910 the output was 11,238 tons, against 9,902 tons in 1909. 
In early years the average was about 25,000 tons—1873-82, 
25,519 tons; 1883-92, 21,931 tons; 1893,1902, 22,182 tons; and 
1903-10, about 19,500 tons.

Consolidated Company’s Receipts.

Trail, B.C.

Knob Hill ........ ............ 61 3,338

Molly Gibson..................... ............ 103 829

Van Roi ... .......... 96 1,026

Panama .. 40 40

Centre Star .. . .... 3,400 142,858

Sullivan 646 13,796

Le Roi No. 2..................... ........ 506 19,447
Le Roi .. 560 10,842

Pichmond-Eureka............. ......... 122 1,724

St. Eugene .. 127 4,495

Ruth 35 420

Rambler-Cariboo .............. 92 1,207

Emerald .. 88 1,484

Society Girl....................... .... 24 457

Second Relief ................... 46 83

Queen .. 35 384

Other mines...................... 35,767

Total......................... .......... 3,989 238,197

INDIAN GOLD OUTPUT.
The gold production of the mines of the Kolar Goldfield 

(Mysore) and two outside mines (the Hutti Nizam’s and the 
North Anantapur) for August was 47,730 ozs., an increase of 
139 ounces compared with the return of the previous month.

NEW YORK METAL MARKETS.

September 26th—
—Tin, Straits, 27.87% cents.

Copper, Prime Lake, 12.50 cents.
Electrolytic Copper, 12.30 cents.
Copper wire, 13.75 cents.
Lead, 4.50 cents.
Spelter, 6.00 cents.
Sheet zinc (f.o.b. smelter), 8.00 cents. 
Antimony, Cookson’s, 8.15 to 8.25 cents. 
Aluminium, 19.25 to 19.75 cents.
Nickel, 40 to 45 cents.
Platinum, $44 per ounce.
Bismuth, $1.80 to $2 per pound.
Quicksilver, $46.50 per 75-lb. flask.

MINERAL PRODUCTION OF GREAT BRITAIN.

■rhe Production of minerals in the United Gov-
’alendar year 1910 has been made public by the
erBment.

, . 264 433,028Coal—The production of coal in 1910^o^The maximum P10' 
8*oss tons, against 263,774,312 tons m • 830,962 tons
Auction of coal was reached in 1907, when 2 ,830 ^

mined. The year of next largest production ^
Iron Ore.—The output of iron ore in the d with IV

1910 amounted to 15,226,015 gross tons, a. compare in
8°4,382 tons in 1909. The maximum production was 
1882> when the output was 18,031,957 tons. ^ Britain

Limestone.—In 1910 there were produced ’"-,^22 tons in 
>512,736 gross tons of limestone, agams > tons was 

1909- In 1906 the maximum output of 12,758„u
reached. anU.

Manganese Ore—While Great Britain is a fair'y la g roan-
lacturer 0f ferro-manganese it is a small producer

MINERAL MARKETS.
Acids—

Muriatic, tank cars, $1.15 to $1.55 per 100 lbs.
Nitric, $0.04 to $0.05 per lb.
Sulphuric, $0.01 to $0.01% per lb.

Chrome ore, 50 per cent., ton of 2,240 lbs., $15.
Fire clay, $2.50 to $5 per short ton.
Fluorspar, lump, $9 per long ton.
Fluorspar, ground, $12 to $15 per long ton.
Graphite, lump, 4 cents to JO cents per lb.
Gypsum, short ton ground, $4 to $7.50 per ton. 
Magnesite, crude, 95 per cent., &7 to $8.50 per long ton. 
Molybdenite, commercially pure, 25 to 30 cents per lb. 
Pyrite, lump, arsenic free, 10 to 12% cents per unit. 
Pyrite, fines, arsenic free, 8 to 11 cents per unit. 
Tungsten ore, 50 per cent., $7.70 per unit.
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SILVER PRICES.
New York London

cents pence
a 7 .............. 24%cp .

g 24%
Q . . . 24*

■yl 24%

12 24%

13 24%

14 24*
24%

26 ........... 24%
24*
24*
24%
24%
24%

t ( 23 ................ 24%

< i 25 ........... 24%
i t 26 ........................... 24%

Temiskaming ....................................... .39%
Trethewey.......................................... -65
Watts............................. ..................
W ettlaufer ........................................ .85

PORCUPINE STOCKS.

American Gold
Apex........................... .15

Coronation .............. .03% .04
Nor. Exploration . .
Dobie......................... 1.40

Dome Ex.................... • 68% .69

Foley-0 ’Brien .... 1.00

Rea............................. 3.30 3.35

Bollinger .............. .. 12.30 12.35

Monita..................... .................12 .15

Pearl Lake.............
Central .................. 3.00

Imperial .................. ................. 10% .11%
Northern ................ ................. 83 .84

Tisdale...................... .06
Preston East Dome .24 • 24y2

SHARE MARKET.

(Courtesy of Warren, Gzowski & Co.)

COBALT STOCKS.

Amalgamated .........................
.02%

Beaver Consolidated............. .46

Chambers-Ferland ................ . .. .10 .11

City of Cobalt .................. ................... 09 bid

Cobalt Central....................... .... ... offered .01

Cobalt Lake ......................... ................. 25 -25%
......... 5.95 6.15
......... 2.70 2.85
....................02 .04

Gifford..................................... ................. 01 bid

Great Northern .................. .11%

Green Meehan........................ .01%
.05

___ 3.65 3.90
.. .. 4.00 4.12%

Little Nipissing .................. ................. 03 .03%
......... 1.56 1.57

7.90 8.00

.01 .02
.................... 06% .06%

Bight of Way ................... .... .05 .06
....................02% .03

Silver Queen........................

Standard ........................................................... offered
Swastika..................................................... 351/2
United...........................................................02
Porcupine Gold ............................. -41-
West Dome.................................................93
Crown Chartered......................................30
Eldorado...................................................... 10 %
Gold Reef.................................................... 16
Porcupine Canada ........................ . 85

NEW YORK CURB.

Braden Cop.................................................. 4%
B. C. Copper .......................................... 3%
Butte Coalition ........................................ 15
Ely Central .................................................... 02
Ely Cons..................................................... %
First National Cop................................... 1
Giroux .................. ».................................... 3%
Greene-Canadian .................................... 6
Nevada Hills .......................................... 2%
Ohio Copper ............................................ 1%
Bay Central.............................................. 1%,
Union Mines ........................................ Ms
Yukon Gold.............................................. 3%
Goldfields ................................................... 5%
Nevada Cons............................................... 16%
Miami ......................................................... 18
Granby ........................................................ 30
Cons. Mining & Smelting..................... 40
Davis-Dajy ................................................. %
Cons. Arizona .............  life
Rawhide Coal............................................... 04
Bay Cons............................................" ... 18%
Chino ........................................................... 18%
New Baltic..........................................................
Inspiration ................................................. 6%

.04

.36

.03

.43%
1.00

.32

.11

.18
.95

4%
4

15%
.04

%
1%

4
6%

3
1%
1%

%

3%
5%

16%
18%
31
45

1
%

.06
18%
19

6%


